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ABSTRACT

Baseball became an important p art
as early as the 1830s.

of American culture

It is a traiition, our game.

It is

also a mythology because the game's close connection with

American culture lies in the sphere of the mytholo<:jical,

consisting of many myths such as the hero's journey, the
cowboy myth and pastoral myths.

Thie game, as mythology, is

a metaphor for the hero's journey. for all journeys.

For

the most part, the mythology operates on the unconE310US

level, as in the Jungian archetype,

On the other hand, the

ideology is the conscious appeal of the game.

Promoted by

baseball writers during the early p^rt of this century, the
ideology helped to popularize the gkme by declaring it "the"
all-American sport, a national tradition.

Through the conscious influence of the ideology and the
unconscious influence of the mythology, the language of the
game permeated mainstream American speech.

Just as the

metaphor is the vital part of a mythology and an ideology,
metaphor is an integral part any language, including the
language of baseball.

Baseball language is also learned

through use of metaphor, like any other language,

an in-depth look at baseball's discourse community

In fact,
those

who use baseball language, illustrates this point exactly
By way of a conscious ideology

the unconscious appeal

of the mythology in the game, and the metaphors int:rinsic to

the game and its language, baseball
American cultural history.
Ill

found a secure

place in
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AN INTRODUCTION

TO

BASEBALL AS AMERICAN TRADITION AND BEYOND

Baseball certainly is one pi our national
games, evolving to its present forms on
these shores, deeply a part of the heritage
of our people.
Tristram Potter Coffin in The Old Ball Game:
Baseball in Folklore and Fiction^

More than just one of our natior al games, baseball may be

the

definitive

American

sporting

baseball's place in American history

Certainly

tradition,

Since the

seems secure.

middle of the ninteenth century the game has been referred to
as our national pastime (Seymour 35).

being an

And besides

early and long lasting American trad Ltion, baseball

serves as

a societal mirror, a metaphor for life in the United

States.

As metaphor, baseball reflects the growth and change, both
economic and social, that America h as experienced since the
game's inception.

Even today, when many sports tiave apparently eclipsed

baseball's reign as the American pastime, the game strill
a nostalgic power to evoke feelings

of

■;■

connection

between

what

is

Americanism.

■

quintessentially

holds
This

I

Ame:l:icah and

baseball began early in baseball's history.
In the 1840s, baseball became thie game we might
today.
along

recognize

Alexander joy Cartwright shaped and molded the game
with

other

young

men

Knickerbocker Base Ball Club.

and

formed

the

New

York

From the charter of t his club,

most of the basic baseball rules spiring.

The origins

of the

game, though, can be traced back t|
o

rounders

or

town

ball.

games inherited from England.

Despite cries from baseball dullbs around the country for
baseball to be declared "our" national game, it wasn't until

1907 that a group of baseball luminaries and businessmen
formed the Mills Commission to decide the "official," origins

of baseball and, in effect, codify its ideology (Honig 3).

The popular fiction touted by the

commission,

tltiat

Abner

Doubleday invented baseball in Cooptrstown, N.Y. in the late
1830s, was further bolstered by the journalists of the early

twentieth century who saw to it that baseball stories appeared

everywhere in print.

Perhaps what d rew

fans to the

ballpark,

and influenced even non-fans, was the ideology of the game.
Baseball was America's game: purify ing, good for the lungs,

pastoral despite its largely urban beginnings, evocative of
the rugged individuals of the fromtier.
other hand,

was a brutal,

Football, on the

warlike sport through

which

the

audience could be vicariously violent--a Manifest Destiny on
the grid iron.

The persistence of baseball as the national

pastime perhaps points to the image
hold.

of ourselves we wished to

Green," Murray Ross says

In "Football Red and Baseball

football

mirrored

the

technologic:al,

mentality Of modern times as opposecl
vision

of

ourselves

that baseball

"machine

as

hero,"

to the "unfett 2red rural

so beautifully

mirrored"

(339).

All sports have their own idfeology, their own social
agenda.

What they lack are the physi.cal elements that connect

baseball with classic mythology, 1 ike , the hero'S

journey.

Baseball is a circular game that l^egins and ends

at

home.

Baseball is timeless and allows the audience the :1 eisure to
Baseball is; an amalgam of action and

focus on the individual.

inaction.

Other American sports are linear by nature, very

action-oriented, and the audience i
1£3 rarely allowed to focus

on the individual player for long peifiods. The key connection

linking

the

metaphor.

ideology

and

mythology

of

baseball

is

the

Baseball reduces the complex rhythms of American

life to a pastoral image, an idyll,

In turn, the actors and

actions in this idyll recall the p rotagonists and quest of
classic

mythology.

And

because

Df

the

long

history

of

baseball and its inherent myths, rituals and archetypes, these
1

1:/

".;V

forces behind the game, its social and mythological appeal,:

the language of the game, much mohe

so

than

that

of

other

sports,

continually influenced American speech until many

phrases

and

words . are

now

part

of

language, too, is connected to the

the metaphor.

the

mainstream.

The

-deology and mythology by

These issues of myth and metaphor as well as

language and metaphor will be,the

focus of :this thesis,

A brief history of baseball

ill help illuminate the

cultural importance of the game and will lead directly into'
the importance of the mythology of a nd in the game,' As well,

this base of historical/cultural significance and mythological
analysis

will

illustrate

some

of

the

reasons

behind

the

overwhelming influence of baseball 1anguage on mainstream

American speech.

This introduction will consisit of three

parts.

The

beginning will be a brief history (l)f the game of baseball.

The second section will impart backg|:ound information for the
upcoming mythological analyses in (phapters I and

II.

third part will briefly introduce tile topics of Chapter
an

exploration

American

of

speech

the

and

influence

an analysis

df
op

The

III,

baseball language
the American

on

baseball

discourse community.

A Brief History of Baseball

The beginning of baseball dates

back

to

1762

when

the

first how-to books were imported from,England detailing a ball

and base game.

Throughout the nin seenth century, baseball

developed from rounders and cricket and grew from an amateur
participatory

sport

to

a

spectator

sport

pi.ayed

professionals and into the uniquely American game

(Seymour vii).

by

Lt is now

By the beginning of the 1900s, basi:Bball

was

fairly entrenched as a social instiitution as well as the
reigning spectator sport.

In the 1920s, football, basketball.

boxing and horse racing began to move onto the sporting scene,
but all these other sports lacked th e historical devotion of

the American citizenry and the pow erful pull of tradition
(Reiss 4).
and,

They also lacked the ba::king of the journalists

therefore,

received

little

attention com]([)ared to

baseball.

At the beginning of this century, the writers of

baseball

journalism and literature began to influence the public s

opinion regarding the game.

The ganne was already popular on

all levels of society, received good

press coverage, was well

attended by prominent citizens and had its share of homegrown

heroes.

Partly to perpetuate thei r positions, but partly

because they believed in a baseball ideology (and the owners
helped convince them), writers further developed and promoted

the

baseball

ideology advanced

findings (Reiss 5).

by the

Mills

Commission's

The progressive media perceived a dire

need for a more/comprehensive ideology as society Underwent,
tremendous

change

industrialization,

and

experienced

strain:

bureaucratizatio:n,

immigration,

urbanization

and

a

general decline ih American values like individualism and
self-reliance;

In his essay, "Ideolc gy as a Cultural System,"

Clifford Geertz says:

...ideology

is

a

response to strain.. ihcluding
dnd psychologica1 strain,

cultural as well as social

It is a loss or orientation that most direc:tly gives
rise to ideological activity
an inability, for lack
of usable, models, to comp3j:ehend the univ erse...in
which one finds oneself loceited. (219)

The journalists also saw a need to promote new heroes with

broader appeal who were more access4ble

to youth.

After the

plethora of heroes from the previous century, heroes produced
from

the

rigors

Of

a

nationwide

4ocial, geograp liCal

and

emotional expansion, the hero market looked bleak in the early
part of the twentieth century.

Base]DalT, however, had at the

ready, heroes for the making.

David Honig, in Baseball America, says of the

baseball

ideology and hero making, "Bingo: ins tant mythology" (3). But

he means a mythology which is a 1ie, a fiction,.

meant

to

soothe, rather than the mythology of a Joseph Campbell, a

mythology filled with metaphor meanti

fulfill.

to educate and

But Honig's feeling that, "bingo," everything seemed to happen
at

once

does

ideology.

aptly

describe

the

birth

of

the

baseball

Within what seemed like j ust a few years, but was

really decades, baseball became the andisputed king of sports

in an ever-changing American societ
surface, and the mythology below the

The ideology on the
surface

of

;he game.

helped baseball to keep its dominant place for years.

The

main themes behind the ideology ad^r.anced by the media were
these

two

key

functions

of

baseb all:

to

traditional American values and to afesimilate

teach

children

immigrants into

the dominant white, Anglo-Saxon culture through participation
in baseball (Reiss 6).

In "God's Cc])'untry and Mine," Jacques

Barzun writes, "Whoever wants to kn ow the heart and mind of
America had better learn baseball" (Plant 5).

More so than

other sports or social entities, bas^ball was the grqat social
equalizer.

As well, journalists promoted bhseball as a "pui•e" sport,
a sport with rural connotations fqr a predominan ly urban
audience.

All

players

were

exemplified the American way.

herdes

whose

clea n

Even though the not

1iving

so clean

truth was frequently known inside as well as outside the game,

many spectators believed what they read in the pa pers,
rather, they believed in the basebd11 ideology,

or,

?lfter the

1919 Black Sox Scandal, which exposed the corruption

within

baseball,

it, took

some

spotless

reputation.

time

for

But

the

baseball

to

recover

determination

commissioner, Kenesaw Mountain Landi^,

of

its

then

and the press minimized

damage, and baseball's popularity regained momentum and its
reign remained virtually intact until the 1960s.
By

the

1960s,

baseball

had

Teams, which had primarily been

a Lready
1(3cated

begun
in

to

the

change,

East,

had

migrated all over the country, such as the Brooklyn Dodgers
and the New York Giants who had both moved West to California
at

the

end

of

the

1950s.

And

for

the first time expansion

clubs fielded teams, such as the New York Mets in 1962.

While

the surface of baseball had changed, the geography, the game
itself remained essentially the Scfme
pastime.

But

still,

other

sports

traditional
such

basketball, began to gain in popularity.

as

American

football

More

and

and

more

sporting events were covered on television, and basei all

found

healthy rivals for the first time in its history (Guttmann
67) ...

Even

now,

despite

competition

baseball still remains popular.

from

endless

sources,

More people attend baseball

games each year than vote (Rayburn, September 1991).

While it

has lost some of its original innc cence and luster, it is
still the oldest traditional America n game, even though it is

no longer the only American game.

From the Tradition to Jthe Ritual
to the Myth to;the
Chapters I and

II

The tradition of baseball is thse

Of the game.

power behind the appeal

Traditions are impoirtant in every culture,

especially traditions of playing.

Johan Huizinga,

author of

Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture, sees play
as "older than culture" (1).

As American society began to

develop distinguishable features, so

baseball became more and

more distinctly American and a reflection

which it grew.

Huizinga says play of any kind comes from the

imagination, the realm of myth and ritual.
"great

instinctive

origin...in
Tradition

American

perhaps

of the culture in

the

forces

of

primaeval

and

ritual

nation

are

almost

to distinguish

that

civ ilized

soil

within

He claims that the

of

the

one.

life

play"

dynamic

their

(Huizinga
culture

America's

play from the

have

of

5).
the

need

to play,

play

of

other

countries, may have begotten the ti'adition of base ball, but
The power behind the game

the ritual continues the tradition
comes

when

the

ritual

becomes

When discussing

the

tradition and ritual with Bill Move rs in The Power of Myth.
Joseph Campbell says, "A ritual is the enactment of a

By participating in a ritual, you are participating in a
(82).

When the traditions and rituals of baseball become myth,
the game takes on a metaphorical auira.
metaphor,

a

comparison

between

two

A

IS

apparently

a

narrative

dissimilar

things creating an image which evoke

things compared.

something beybnd the two

The metaphoric properties of myt h

key to a mythology's wide appeal.

are the

Uiiderstanding the metaphor

in myth is an important part of understanding the cul.ture that
gave birth to the myth.

In "Persuasions and Performances: Of

the Beast in Every Body... And the Metaphors of Everyman,"
James W. Fernandez claims metaphor i

1 the fundament l1 element

to understanding a culture:

However men may analyze their experiences w ithin any
domain, they inevitably know and understand them best
by referring them to other domains for elucidation,
It is in that metaphoric cross-referencing of domains,
perhaps, that culture is integrated providing us with
the sensation of wholeness
And perhaps the best
index of Cultural integration...is the degree to which
men can feel the aptness of each other's ■metaphors.
(58)

Traditionally,

myths

were

metaphoric

which explained both natural phenomena
society.

stories

and the

of

gods

structure

of

Modern myths can still explain both the natural and

the social world through metaphorical interpretation.

baseball, the myths inherent in the game make up

an

In

entire

mythology of baseball certainly worthy of intensive study.

Paul Reiss in Touching Base, says, "::he study of professional

baseball's myths, realities, symbol^ and rituals can

provide

a useful approach to better understanding American mores,
values and beliefs" (4).

But the myths are not the most apparent factor in the

game; in fact, they exist on a mostly unconscious 1evel.
the surface, the game of baseball is just a game,
isn't just a game.

Baseball in A merica

is

On

i-ind yet it

much

like

the

cockfights in Bali described by Cliff ord Geertz in "Deep Play:
Notes on the Balinese Cockfight."

Geertz

reason Balinese go to cockfights is

not

action but to see how men react to t le

states

so much

that

the

to see

the

cockfights.

He quotes

Northrop Frye to clarify his point:
'You wouldn't go to Macbeth

o learn about the history

of Scotland--you go to it to learn what a man feels
like after he's gained a kingdom and lost his soul.
When you meet such a characteir as Mieawber in Dickens,

you don't feel that there muSt have been a mcin Dickens
knew who was exactly like this: you feel that there's
a bit of Mieawber in almcbst everybody you know,
including yourself v Our impi"essions of human life are
picked up one by one, and remain for most of us loose
and disorganized. But we constantly find things in
literature that suddenly co-ordinate and taring into
focus a great many such impr ssions, and this is what
Aristotle means by the typical or universal event.'
(28)

Geertz goes on to explain that this is precisely the

sort of

bringing together of pieces of everyone's "experiences of
everyday life to focus that the cockfight" which, separated
from everyday life, is labeled as "'only a game'" (28).

But

this same phenomena that separates the cockfight from life
also accords the fight a status that is "'more than a game,
'
[and] accomplishes, and so creates what, better than typical
or universal, could be called a paradigmatic human event--that

is, one that tells us less what happe ns than the kind of thing
that would happen..." (Geertz 28).

This same universal event-

making process is at work in basebal

Through the

constant

replaying of the game of baseball, like the cockfight, an

audience

member

spectator,

"forms

at

a

and

baseball
discovers

10

game,
tis

like

the

temperament

Balinese

and

his

society's temper at the same time" (Geertz 28).

At the root

of mythology is this kind of universa1 event, elementcs of play
which cross borders, sexes and religions to make comment on
the human condition.

The mythology, the metaphor, the comparison of the game

with something else, then brings about

a better understanding

of baseball below the surface, indeed , of the America.n culture

below the surface.

And within the m;
i^thology, archetypes work

to clarify the metaphor, the meaning

of archetype,

a repeated image or

C.G. Jung's definition

symbol

withip

resident in our collective psyche, tielps to explain

a

myth,

how the

repetition of images and symbols woil'ks its unconscious magic

on the audience to bring about a conicious

understanding

as a metaphor illuminates one image i n light of another.

just
Just

as tradition and ritual are closely related, the archetype and

myth are closely aligned, and the archetype may comei before or
after the myth, but is always a part of it.

The archetypes in

baseball include images of the pastoral and symbols such as
the bat as a magic sword or phallus,

These images and symbols

help to define the myth, illuminate l(:he metaphor, and explain
the need for tradition and ritual.

n his book. Myths to Live

By, Joseph Campbell says it is a u:jiiversal power that myth

yields, and through metaphorical inte rpretation, this power is
most potent.

He refers to Jung to further explain our need

for tradition and ritual and our nee(ti for an understanding of
myth.

Campbell says of myth:
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They are telling us in pict43re language of jpowers of
the psyche to be recognize d and integrated in our
lives, powers that have b4en common to the human
spirit forever, and which represent that wisdom of the

species
by
which
man
has
weathered
the
millenniums...the society that cherishes and keeps its
myths alive will be nourished from the 'soundest,
richest strata of the human spirit. (12)
is common to all mankind, even though the mythol•ogies may

differ.

Some mythologies are religiously-oriented

Judeo-Christian

religions,

Islam

and

Buddhism,

mythologies are social, some are eccj)nomic, and some
sports-oriented, like baseball.

share,

including

the

one

of

like the
Some

are

even

But what all mythologies

base ball,

is

a

fu ndamental

erudition of what it is to be human

Baseballspeak, The American

Baseball

Discourse Community, Mythology, Ideology and Metaphor
Chapter III

What connects mythology with 1anguage is the

Metaphor

is

the

key

element

in

myth,

a

comparison

of

dissimilar things which produces a £ imilarity, and it is the

key element in learning language.

Irji fact, our basic sense of

self is wrapped up in our knowledge Df language.

We all have

a name for ourselves, and it is by ttiis name that we identify
ourselves and are able to relate to

Symbols:

Forays

into

Lancruaae.

Dthers.

Rd1and

development as human beings began

when

In Metcsiphors and

Bartel
one

of

sciys,
our

"Our

remote

ancestors discovered the advantage of using symbols of some

kind that eventually developed into language" (75).
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This

initial language is inextricably intertwined with mythoTogies.

Myths from all over the world are elaborate metaphcirs passed
down from one generation to the he:2fct through langiilage.

In

some of the myths, "gods first ere^te themselves oy giving
themselves names, and they then use special words
the world" (Bartel 76).

to create

Bartel also claims this re1ationship

between metaphor and myth, languag^ and humanity.
proven.

could

be

He goes on to say:

Researchers are finding evidence that a. growing
vocabulary has a chemical effect on the brain, that it
triggers new circuits, increases the versa tility of
the brain.... There is even some evidenGe that using
metaphors may have biological effects igniting...'a
new arc of perceptive energy- ' (Bartel 81)
The

language

of

the

baseball

community

language of any culture: it is just

is

like

the

condensed to; include a

smaller group, a subset of the larger set of speakers and

Basebal1 language bega]
n just as

writers of American English.
any

language,

communication;

to

provide , for

players

needed

self-expression

langruage

actions and to communicate for the Smooth

Through

invention

metaphors,

a

new

of

new

way to

words,

to

descri:be

conduct of

through

communicate

and

the

evolved

in

Through metaphor, baseball langua^e developed.

for

their

the game.

m;aking

of

baseball.
And

connection then between the mytholog■jy of baseball an.d

the

that of

its language is the metaphor.
Baseballspeak is what I call the language used by members
of the American baseball discourse community, '

the written and spoken communities

13:

including both

Baseballspeak as the name

for baseball language does makes iti3 own sense, just as the
is often called. legalese.

language used by legal professionals

Language specific to a discourse community has to do with
exclusive

vocabulary,

communication.

elite

and

usage

But there's more to

the words used. in their

Chapter

Therefore,

of

nd their audierices, than

just knowing how to pronounce some of
acts.

means

ijinderstanding a community

of speakers and listeners, writers

communicative

specific

III

ref].ects

the

complexity of this issue.
Metaphor

plays

a

crucial

pa rt

in

the

exc!hange

of

knowledge, through language, withint he baseball community and
between the baseball community and other communities.

By

creating their own metaphors to enhajice understanding and the
transference of knowledge, members

of the baseball community

perpetuate their discourse communitiy, preserve their group
mythology

and

exert

an

und.eniable

English as they interact with other

influence

on

American

communities.

The American baseball discourse community consists of two

sub-communities.

One is the speech community in which members

communicate through oral means.

%he

Other

is

the

written

community in which members communicate through wi iting and
reading.

written

Each sub-community interacts with the othejr so that

and

difference

spoken

being

language

that

is

writing

ften

exists

whereas speaking exists in time only
Chapter

III

show

examples

of

similar,
in

a:iid

main

space.

Accon^anying tables in

baseballspeak

community of baseball and help to iin.ustrate
14

time

the

wi thin

the

the levels of the

American baseball discourse community and how its members

influence

and

interact

with

othjeer

speech

and

written

communities.

The Euphoric Metaphoric Po wer

Of Baseball

When looking at the game of ba4eball,
facets which rely on metaphor for po wer.

then, we see many

The ideology of the

game is powered by social metaphors, and the game itself is a

metaphor for life in the United States, and is as dynamic as
that life itself.

The mythology of the game is dependent upon

metaphor, as all mythologies are.

As well, the language of

baseball began with metaphor, is filied with metaphor and is

perpetuated by metaphor.

With so inuch of baseball's story

dependent on the metaphor--mythology, learning, language--the

conclusion to that story must be that man at play is a

metaphoric creature.

Huizinga concilirs

with this conclusion:

The great archetypal activilfies of human society are
Take
all permeated witti play from the start.
language,
for instance--t
instrument which man shapes in order to con|municate.
Language allov/s him to
to teach, to command,
distinguish, to establish, t
to natfie them and by naming them to raise them into the
domain of the spirit.
In he making of speech and
language the spirit is continually "sparkincj" between
matter and mind, as it v\i ere, playing with this
Behind every abstract
wondrous nominative faculty
expression there lie the bpldest of metaphors, and
every metaphor is a play upcbn words. Thus in giving
expression to life man creates a second, poetic world
alongside the world of nature. (4)

tiat first andj supreme
o state things;[in short,

Understanding the role of metaphor i]i

our games may ...ead to an

understanding of the importance of ihetaphor in our

15

lives.

Chapter I

The Hero's Journey and Baseball
The hero of a quest first of all goes 'away
that is, there must be some direction for his
movement.

If

the

Home...is where one starts from

quest

is successfTb.1, he normally
returns home, like a basebal1 player....
Northrop Frye in "The Jouif:ney as Metaphor
.,^3
jyth and Metaphor
from M'
II

The goal of the hero is to r(ieturn home according to
Northrop Frye.

It is also the goal of every baseba11 player

to return home, either with a run sobred during the course of

a game, or a pennant, or championship won at the e nd

season.

of the

Because baseball is predominantly an Americ an sport.

the game, structured much like a classic hero's journey, is an
elaborate metaphor for an American

]|ero's journey.

Baseball

is circular, like a hero's journey: it contains a: series

of

challenges, it begins and ends with the individua.., and it
begins and ends at home, and baseball, is very much ar.
tradition.

Baseball as a metaphor ccinnects the game

the hero's journey myth and other

myths to form a

American

with both

mythology

that tells much more than the story or structure of' baseball;

it also tells the story of the American Dream--a collective

and individual journey for independenee, freedom, the pursuit

of

equality and

mythology

are

happiness.

filled

with

The

myths

universal

that

make

archetypes

up

the

(repeated

images), images and symbols which eirioody this Amerio:an ideal.
this journey, really any journey
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The mytholog;^^

is

then

reinforced

r

the Qbservance of rites; and tradition.

long estabiished customs
While the story of the journey for the Americar

Dream is

toid somewhat covertly through the m^^rthblogy as meta hor, the
ideology of baseball, still relying on metaphor, is

accessible.

much more

The difference between the mythology and the

ideology is that the mythology des.ls in the real m

of

the

unconscious; it is only through interpretation of the myths

and archetypes, images and symbols
mythology can be made clear.

that

the

messa<je

of the

The ideology, on the ot: her hand.

is a more overt compilation of American ideals--independence,
determination,

freedom--purposely applied

promotion to the masses.

to

baseball for

Both, the mythology and the ideology

have at the core, though, similar messages: Basebal1 is a
hero's journey; Baseball is America,

or, the3;■efore, is

the key player in both the ideology and the mythology

The Power of Myth in
Northrop

baseball

enough.

Frye

acknowledges

and the hero's journey,

Baseball

the
but

connection
doesn' t

between

tal:e

it

far

The same is true of Joseph Campbell's theory of the

pattern of a universal hero's journey in mythology,

Campbell

may not have studied baseball, but his definition of myth and

metaphor, like Frye's, can lead to a greater understanding of
baseball and its place in American cuIture.

Frye and Campbell

both believe that the quest myth, or hero's journey,
root of al1 world mythologies and i s

the central

is at the

concern of

hiamanity.

Both see the individual's journey in the hero's

journey, and it is this link betw een

these

two

kinds

of

journeys that connects mythology with life; the hero is in
each of us and we are in the hero,

This connection between

mythology and life is manifest in :he relationship between
baseball and its audience.

As we watch the game unfold on the

field and we become one with the pla].^ers, we can share in the

journey

of

the

team

and

the

ingividual

players.

The,

underlying, unconscious power of the hero's quest in baseball

allows the audience to identify with the drama of the game
even if the members of the audience;

don't realize the many!

other myths in the mythology of base!ball.
Myth teaches despite awareness, not necessarily because

of it, although awareness, peace or enlightenment should be
the end result.

Joseph Campbell sa;/s

in The Power

"Myths are clues to the spiritual poientialities of

life.... Myth helps you to put your
experience of being alive.
is" (5).

of Myth.
the human

mind in touch with the

It tells you what the experience

When the baseball audiencte recognizes t!ie heroic

efforts of a player or players, the members of the audience

can then begin to perceive the potential

of

a

human life,

They see themselves in the same role as the players, and, even

if they fail to consciously connect the players to the quest

myth,

they still

experience

bein^ alive

by

vicariously

participating in the ball game th ough their heroes, the
players of the game.
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The Journey
In the seminal work, The Hero with a Thousand Faces.

Joseph Campbell compares myths from

their similar structures.

around the world to show

Specifica lly, he demonstrates

prevalence of the hero's journey in world mythologies.
heroes

seem

to

follow

similar

a

the

All

pattern--se paration,

initiation and return--and, even thcjcugh the details

of their

ees the pattern as a link

journeys may vary greatly, Campbell

between cultures, ideas, mythologie^
He also establishes the idea of the

and peoples (Hero 30).

myth as a metaphor which

can illuminate that which is beyoriid our physical reality,
Through metaphor the message of the in yth becomes apparent.

baseball, the hero's journey can

In

recognized through the

be

elements of the game, but the message of the hero's journey

goes beyond the physical reality of the game.and the
The

journey

in

baseball

becomes

a

kind

of

audience,

unconscious

mythology.

Understanding the hero's jourh,ey in baseball, though,
must go deeper than just the three >:ey elements mentioned of
separation/ initiation and return,

These elements are found

in most mythologies, but the variations make the individual

myths unique because they represent the cultures wihich give
them birth.

Baseball has many mythi cal layers, just like any

mythology in any culture might, and eL thorough look at as many
of the possible twists within a hero's journey is
approaching

a

subject

as

interpretations as mythology.
19

susceptible

to

wise when

multiple

David Adams Leemirig in his

anthology. The World of Myth, stat^s

that what arises from

different versions of the hero's jO'arney "must be seen as a
universal metapkor for the human search for self-knowledge"
(217).

There are many variations to the hero's journey, but

no matter which name one chooses to

assign it--hero's quest,

archetypal heroics, hero's journey, quest myth--the
the

essence,

remains

the

same

tHiroughout

meaning,

divei:se

world

mythologies.
Outlined below are some of the factors, the detci 11s, that

may make up a typical hero's journey
The

hero

is

conceived

and

born

under

unusual

circumstances, usually during
dark period, the winter
solstice; metaphorically, this symbolizes a psychological
reality and heed.

Heroes are bprn when they ar e

needed.

The journey may contain elements of searching for or
being challenged by the father, This is symbollic of the
search for the Supreme Being or the Father, this Being or
Father is responsible for a cind of concepiioh that
transcends biology. The father figure may also challenge
the hero and place obstacles in his path indicative of a
rite of passage.
A mother or feminine element is usually present in a
journey.
The Mother of us a11 is symbolized by the
virgin who gives birth to the he
ero or the goddess figure
who

marries

the

hero or the o d

crone who assists the

hero in his journey. (It is im]portant that eac h journey
incorporate both the female and male energies, the yin-
passive, negative, lunar and the yang--active, positive,
solar, or in Jungian terms, the dhima--feminine component
of

the

unconscious

man

and

the

animus--the

masculine

We are i ncomplete
component of the unconscious w Oman.
without both elements and so are; the heroes of ciny myth.)

There is usually some element of danger to the Journey
which may or may not be avoided or overcome by the hero.

As Leeming suggests, "Perhaps tMs is why heroes so often
must separate themselves from their human families" (219;
during their quest.

The journey itself, the quest, is the chief component of
the hero myth.
It is usually filled with trials and
20

victories. The danger is great for the hero id uring his
journey. Metaphorically, this s the part of th e journey
when the hero confronts and peifhaps overcomes,! his inner
monsters as well as threats frc m without.

The evil that lurks along the journey's path in wait for
the hero is often counterbalanced by the assistance of a
powerful shaman. These shamans take many forms i: guardian
angels, fairy godmothers, the wise old man O'r the old
crone who offers a magic talisman to the hero for good
luck.

Many hero's journeys include a direct confrontation with
Death.
This may be embodie
by a descepil: into a

netherworld where, as Deeming sdys, "the hero tjcikes

us to

the very depths of the unconscious world where individual
destiny and human destiny lie" (220). The heroi confronts,
and robs Death of power, and the n the hero is reborn into
a new existence where he may bring great boons |1:: ack home.
This rebirth also relies upon tlLe birth motif t6 link the
feminine energy to the hero agai.n, so.that he ma y achieve
wholeness.

And finally the hero achieves his goals, completes his
journey and returns home again with a boon. ;The boon,
metaphorically, isn't a materia1 gain, but is the way to
self-knowledge often represented by a captured prize like
Jason's golden fleece.
Frequemtly heroes aare deified
because the boon they share Vith those back, home is
perceived by many to be the greatest gift possible or the
way to everlasting salvation. Deeming 217-21)

The above examples of the potential elements q't

a hero's

journey demonstrate not only the diversity of thd myth but
also the potential for multiple metaphorical manifestations.

The multiple possibilities within tl^e
are not necessarily literally those

classic hero? s
:

of the hero's |j ourney

baseball, but a metaphorical interpretation of
brings understanding to the latter

journey

p le

of

former

cind makes it mea.ningful.

Critic Northrop Frye has long recognized the 'prevalence
and importance of myth, particularlY

myth.

the hero myth

or quest

In "The Archetypes of Literature," Frye~urges literary

critics

to adopt

and

adapt the inquiring methods
21

of

the

sciences to gain a field-wide cohereinee.

In this suggestion

lies the idea that to accomplish thip task a hypothesis

about

of

this

all

of

literature

must

be

formed

and

the

root

hypothesis must be the repetition of various archetypes in all
kinds of literature from all over the world.

is, of course, the hero myth or the quest.
shouldn't

be

restricted

literat are.

to

The cet tral

myth;

But Frye's ideas

The repetition of

ife, even basetjall.
archet^e" {"Archetypips" 429),

archetypes occurs in all facets of ],
Frye says "myth is the

meaning a myth is a compilation of a set of repeated images-
the archetypes--like a mythology is a compilation of a set of

myths.

And if, as Frye also state;^, ritual gives birth to

to archetypes.;
| If myth

myth, ritual must also give birth

exists in baseball, then archetypes exist in baseball.

And

because the game is a part of the :ycle
>
of human lives, it
makes sense that common human archettypes can be found in the

game.

Frye also cites the rhythms

of

the natural cycle--the

sun and moon rising and setting, the seasons coming
the

human

life

evolution

of

archetype

and

cycle--as

ritual

back

to

L;^elling
com]

the

to

narrative

reasons' for the

myth

Bas^ball,

to myth.

going,

and

finally

to

too, exists in a

seasonal cycle; it is born in the spring and dies in the
winter, only to be reborn again the next spring.

The seasons

4hip and follow a cyclical

of baseball form a circular relation

pattern reminiscent of the quest m;yth, the hero's journey.
The cycle within baseball is also a
first

to

second

to

third

to

home

22

ircular pattern: home to
The

circularity, the

seasons, the cyclical nature of the game evoke archetypal
images in baseball that can be found in literature a'nd myth as
well.

Frye sees in literature the same

of myth,

recurrence

archetype, and the pattern of a hero's journey that Campbell
sees in the mythologies of the world.

This connectiCn between

the literary vision of Frye and the cosmic vision of Campbell
when applied to cultural analysis

can

the

illuminate

tie

between what man believes and what he believes is important

enough to do, think about or write alDout.

Because

patterns

the

occur

in

baseball,

analyzing

hese same

gam<=;

through

mythology, the hero's journey, can lead to an unders);:.anding of
the appeal of the game beyond the game, beyond the physical

reality

of

baseball,

and

such

ar

analysis

cafl lay the

foundation for further study of connected issues syich

as the

rhetoric of baseball and mythology

Metaphor and Ide ology
Even though the ideology of ba seball

part

of

mythology,

it

is

a

kind

of

isn't techniCally

guide

social

to

understanding the myths and the iniportance of me ^aphor in

baseball. : In "Ideology as a Cultural System," a chapter in
his book. Interpretation of Cultures, Clifford Geer tz, calls

ideology "an applicable symbolic mod el under which it:;l o
. ■

■

■

subsume

ij

the 'unfamiliar something' and so render it fami1ia r" (215).
What Geertz is saying in simple te rms is that an ideology

functions as a social metaphor meant to bring unders;t:anding to
23

mettibers

of

a

society,

necessary

to

this

"syrtibolic

templates."

a culture,

metaphoric
These

The

proc ess
are

tools

are

hfe;

what

"extrinsic

sees

he

as

calls

sources

of

information in terms of which human

ife can be patterned....

Culture patterns [that] provide a t

implate or bluiprint

for

the organization of social and psy :hological processes..."
(Geertz,

Interpretation

tie

216).

further

st!ates

the

importance of these templates:

The reason such symbolic templates are necessary is
that..,human behavior is inhei
rently

extremell- plastic.
Not strictly but only very broadly contjii: oiled by
genetic programs or models --intrinsic s^jurces of
information--such behavior mi
ilust, if it is t^- have any
effective form at all, be cointrolled to a Siignificant
extent by extrinsic ones. (Ge^'^'rtz. Interpretation 217)

The ideology of baseball is a symbolic template b>
control,

or

culture.

As soon as baseball became

fans,

influence

players

and

and

measure

journalists

all

American

beliavior

and

popular, post!Civil War
hurried

ideology, a symbolic template, on th e game.
the game to be officially recognized

which to

to

a mpose

an

They balled for

as the nationia1

repeatedly throughout the nineteenth century.

pastime

Thley wanted

i!
baseball to be uniquely theirs, to define their society, to

make their society and their gairies different from England,
from where, it must have seemed, eveij-ything

labeled "culture"

flowed (Seymour 9).

Journalists, in particular, proT|(oted
American game suited to the robust

baseball als the All-

nature of Ameilicans

were also exploring new territories and settling;
West.

the

The prevalence of journalists covering baseba11
24

who
Wild

led to

the organization of the; Base Ball l^eporters Assoi: Lation of

America in 1887 (Seymour 351).
increased

became

sevenfold

such

sporting

that

news,

from

new

such

1878 to

papers

as

Daily paper sportss
l898

were

coverage

and weekly

founded

Sporting . Life

coverage

just

and

to

carry

Sport:inq

News

(Seymour 350).

Fiction writers were also hopiping on the ideological
bandwagon of baseball.

In the early 1860s, dime nbyels

baseball became popular readitLg.

^y 1884, the fiirst real

baseball novel (almost tbtally about baseball), Noah
. ■

Our

Baseball

.ished.

Club

and

How

It

about

Wor

■

:

.

Brooks's

, I

Champion. hip.

the

was

Most of the early baseb all fiction co:n.sisted

of

simple heroics much like the Western dime novels popular at
the same time.

But nonetheless, the se

baseball boo ts

to promote all that was good and beautiful and Ameri

an about

baseball.

While journalists fed Americans doses of daily
heroism, the dime novels stole thei:

baseball

way into the 'learts

their readers and spawned an entire g anre of juvenile
.

■ ■

■

■

■

baseball

:i

■

!

writing.

The Frank Merriwell serie s of juvenile Lllooks

extremely

well

.

at

the

beginning

of

this

i
■

■ ,

-.

i

I

Lardner's book, You Know Me A1, published in 1917, ' A^as
first

baseball

fiction

written for

adults.

focus on baseball did much to elevate the game in th

eye.

did

centurv
.

the

of

?his

among

keen

public's

The ideology of baseball became the symbolic ta mplate it

did partly because of the extensive publication o:l
journalism and baseball fiction.
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baseball

Working

in

mythology.

conjunction

The

mythology

unconsiously appealing and

the

with
in

ideology,

b aseball

therefo: 'e,

ideology was successfully promoted

was

the

the

made

popular,

game

before

the

by the journaj]-ists

and

■

'

writers and owners and long before th 3 Mills Commissi. on handed
■

■

.

i!

"wholly" Amerijp an

down its ruling regarding baseball's

roots.

,1

li

The social metaphors of baseball, acjcordingly, supp orted

the

mythological metaphors and vice versa.

The ideology

Still is, a kind of guide which allo\i/ed

the fan and others to

understand

baseball's

social

and develop

worth

was, and

a

sense

of

'Whatever else : deologies

group belonging. Geertz states that

may be...they are, most distinctly, maps of problema. ic social
reality

and

matrices

of

the

preation

of

c ollective

And for baseball this kind of ( ollective

conscience" (220).

conscience

for

the

ideology

its

worke

mythology worked on a deeper, more

magic

hile

the

niversal level

■u.:

Metaphor and Myth

While examining thousands of m;/■ths for The Hdro with a
Thousand Faces. Joseph Campbell disc:overed the importance
metaphor in myth.

of

He found that "it is as metaphor that myth

is true, that myth is relevant, and

that mythology is

capable

of the change that enables it to remain meaningful i|:i spite of

new scientific developments and cha::aging human nee ds"
3) .

Rollo May,

author

Campbell on this point.

of

The Cr'\' for Myth.

He says, "

sense in a senseless world"
■ -

(15) .
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ag:i

ees

(Lord
with

myth is a way- of making
He also cites Tt omas

Mann

(one of jpseph Campbell's favorite authors) to reihforce

the

point that myth is true in the large:: sense of mank;.nd, "thus

myth.;.is an eternal ttuth in contrapt to an empiri;

(27).

Like May/ Northrop Frye also

truth

in

metaphor.

the

metaphor

of

the

al truth"

finds a kind cf eternal

journey

or

the

j )urney

as

He sees a connection between the person taking the

journey, the path, and the idea of the day's joti.rney, the
morning, noon and night as a beginniag, middle and

nd.

connection functions as an extended metaphor for "the

This

whole of

life, life being thought of as a cyclical process of birth,

death,

renewed

life"

(Frye,

Myth

and

Metaphor

212),

a

beginning, middle and end. This cyclicality or circularity is
the essence of the journey metapho::.
mythologies,

as

well

as

the

All metapho rs

joui'ney

as

in all

or,

then,

function as a way to see myth in ti.e larger, eterr al

sense.

Metaphor is a simple way to elicit kr owledge from a: :omparison
of two dissimilar things.
knowledge,

not

with

the

The truth lies in the
comparison.

metaphor, because of the comparison

Then,

resultant

within

the

there exists a purpose.

a function myth performs.
Joseph Campbell, in The Inner Reaches of Outer Space.

delineates the four functions myth performs and explains why
myth is so important to humankind.
mythology

are

mystical,

The basic fu ;.ctions of

cosmological,

socioloc ical

and

psychological.
The first function, the mystical, has to do

actual life of a mythology which "derives from the
27

with

the

itality of

its symbols as metaphors delivering, not simply the idea, but
a sense of actual participation

in

such

a

transcendence, infinity and abuhdan :e...of

realization

openinc^

of

the mind

and heart,to the utter wonder of all being" (Campbe11, Inner

The cosmological fuhction of myth is rooted in

Reaches 7).

the physical uhiverse and nature.

It serves to illus trate

vast differences between mythoiogies

around the world but also

explains why, at the core, such diverse

beliefs extol the same
•

fundamental

ideas.

The

third

the

fun -tion

of

■

■ 'i

mythoi-ogy,
'

■

■

the

■ I

sociological, "binds the individual to his or her owk'I group by
proclaiming the rightness of the pai'ticular culture's way of
doing things" (Lord 5).

The psychological function: )f myth is

the most important; it is the beginriing and end of the power
for the first three.

Campbell calIs this the pedagogical

function as it shows one "how to li\ e a human lifetime under

any

circumstances"

psychological

(Power

function,

of

31).

Myth:

humankind

Without

might

have

difficulty

understanding the message of myth through the ot ler
. ■

r ■

. ■

functions; indeed, even with myth surrounding

the

three

■ , V ■ . !j

us at
|
II

turns.

some never see nor do they understand the message.
Rollo

May

also

sees

the

function of myth as the most essenti.al

element of <x ythology,
'■ \

■ ■ ■

especially of the hero's journey,

■■

1

I^egarding the pedagogical

function of myth, he says, "Myths

are

means

of

d iscovery.

They are a progressive revealing of structure in oui:•
to

nature

and

to

our

own

existence

..

In

this

relation

sense

helps us accept our past, and then we find it opens

before us

our future" (May 87).

He goes on te link this functiOn with

the hero's journey we must all make>

Every individua1...needs

to make the journey in his or her own way" (May 87).

first three functions of myth pr^pare us for
learning

process

of

the

journe;

The

he

The
final

foprth,

psychological function, assists us as we find oui:

own

the
way

along our own journey.

The Function of Myth 1 n

Baseball

Since myth in baseball function 3 in much the sii.me way as

myth in any community or spcial c roup, it can
understood

through

metaphorically.
and vice versa.

interpreting

the

elements

Baseball is a metap hor

be

the

of

for life; sometimes

you win, sometimes you lose, sometinies you hit a hd

sometimes you strike out looking,

game

s journey

for a hero

Baseball is a meta phor

better

Baseball

is

merun and

oi le

way in

which people may embark upon a journ ey if they play the game
and another way for some to journey vicariously through the
players and the game.

function as ti|Ddern

The players

day

heroes, the Odysseus or Aeneas of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries.

May says,"Heroes are necessary in order to enable

the citizens to find their own ideal , courage, and wisdom in

society" (53).

On the surface, baseball is real;]y
-

just a

rl

'

'

''

1

game, but within, heroes live and journeys abound. ■%he

innate

mythological elements of the game enliven the experience of
the

game,

the

mythology

through

the metaphoi|

This

|l

identification the members of the auidience make witri the hero
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of the journey and the hero of the game is directiy tied to

the psychological function of mytjh.

But the mystical,

cosmological and sociological functions are importaifl: as
The mystical function allows these influenced

well.

baseball

to understand something beyond the; game; even though the
understanding may be unconscious, the: hero's journey

and other

symbols and images exist to promote a bridge to trahscendence
.
'
i|
which may be vaguely perceived by mdny but only crossed by a
few.

Many attend baseball games on a regular basis, but few

audience members understand the game intimately.

Arid

because

what is important to one baseball observer or fan tnay not be
important to the next, few typicallly perceive th|e myth in
baseball

symbols.

although they may see the

same game, images and

Understanding in some w^ys is incidentjal to the

ritualistic nature of baseball.

It' s

played daily t: hroughout

most of the year and this repetitidin leads to riti:talization
which leads to archetype, to myth, to story, to understanding.
back

through

convoluted,

myth

to

circular

ritual

process

Some

travel

aiid

achieve

thrc3ugh

this

greater

understanding or appreciation of the finer points of the game.
Some walk away from baseball with a

greater unders;jt:landing

the struggle of man and the endles 3 cycle of life

and

just keep going to the ballpark for the hotdogs ani:

beer.

of

some

The cosmological function works on both a conlscious and

unconscious level to link the physical aspects of
with the hero's journey inherent ir

hero's

journeys

in

other

the game and ^ith other

mythologies.
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baseball

Again,

like

the

mystical function, Gonscious underst nding is unnecessary. If

one is influenced at all by the gam2 and its mythology, its
archetypes, then one is influenced

The sociological function works more obvious]y and is

tied the most closely with the ideolc gy of the game.

The game

binds all fans, and those who have feIt the impact o

baseball

on some level, thiirough the sociali::ing elements w Lthin the

game itself.

The game of baseball is3 a social entity; one is

bound by the tradition of the game in our society, the place
it holds in our culture, and the w ay players and

fans

and

those merely acquainted with the grai.me achieve comm.anication
whether to follow play, comprehend the team standih js, or to
use the language of the game to explhin the outcome

the night before.

The sociologica1

of a date

function of [r!lyth

also

works with the ideology to form the 1:ind of Symbolic
Geertz talks about to cbnsciously dr aw the bbserver

into the

game of baseball.

Without that psycholpgical appeal, though, the other
functions would be moot.

And as Cam

pbell and May hLve said.

the psychological function prevails and supports th 2
'
,

•

■

others

i

■

.

1

The link between baseball and Ameritan society is !
psychological

one.

Few

know

the

details

of

b aseball's

history, and even fewer know the intricacies of

:he game,

physical

even

or

mental,

but

many

understand,

if

unconsciously, baseball's place in ohr society simp y because
of its long tradition.
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The Team's Journey

The

elements

of

the

game

i|

and

li

Its

StrueIfare

lend

themselves quite readily to a mythological interprp tation
at least two levels: the macrocosmic

'' ' '

'

on

\

level of the te|iim

and the

micrOGOsmic level of the player.

The tnacrocosmic structure, th^

team level, li:ollows a
■ ■

fairly standard pattern of the hero's journey.

■

?

All filayers on

o adventure, tli2

a baseball team must hear the call t

play baseball.

Each spring, the tekm departs frorii

call to

home for

i]

training in a far off place.

They tu rn

known and depart for the unknown.

to fulfill.

their backs t0 what is
■ |i

Th By have a specif.1 destiny

Along the way they are given assistance by

coaches, trainers, managers, just as a hero woulii::I

shaman-like assistance along his trek.
other

kinds

of

assistance,

some

supernatural, to make it through the

receive

Players also employ

of

it

of

trials of their

the

journey:

good luck charms or lucky pieces of clothing, equipment or a
lucky locker.

. C

Many herpes have possessed magical
for good luck.

Like these

heroes

frequently wield favorite, "lucky"

swords and talismans

baseball plai ers

bats,

also

or take spe cial care
. 'i

of their bats.

Rod Carew, with 19 years in the Major Leagues,

didn't like his bats to get cold so he kept them in warm
places and stored them in boxes of sawdust to make sure they
were comfortable (Blake 63).

"Shoeless"

sleep with his bat, and he even namied
89).

Joe Jackscn used to

it Black Betisy (Blake

other players don't necessarily revere theiri
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bats the

way Carew and Jackson did.

Occasionally, if somet ling goes

wrong during the course of a game, a piayer may hit something
with a bat three times to chase away evil spirits.

And many

players never step on the foul lines because they fe

1 it will

bring on bad luck/
Players may also exhibit ritualistic behavic r.

Some

players eat a certain kind of food preceeding or following
each game.

Wade Boggs, formerly wit 1

the Boston Red

with the New York Yankees, eats chicken

before

Sox, now

every

single

game and has a twelve day rotating chicken menu c uring the
season and recipes into the hundreds

He says there are hits

in chicken (Blake 111), and he may be right with ia
batting average into the middle 300s, so far.

lifetime

PIayers

may

also chew a certain kind of tabacco or gum, or eat;p
brand of sunflower seeds.

When things

the game, they may turn their caps

aren't going well in

inside

upside down or sideways to boost their

ic

out or wear them

teammates on the field

or to show support for a lone batter trying to get on base and

score.

Even the sequence of pre- c r postgame everts

ritualistic in nature.

Players may get ready in

order, arrange their equipment in a certain fashion

a

can be

certain

and at the

end of the game, they may undress in a

order, in

special colors or leave the ballpark through the

very

door every time.

Some players ev en

clothes to an extreme.

take

wearing

When Mike Cluellar, with 1

same

certain

years in

the Major Leagues on five different teams, was sc leduled

pitch, he'd "arrive at the park in

to

his blue automobi1e and

come in wearing blue shoes, blue socks, blue pants, fc lue belt,
blue shirt, blue tie...and, sometime;3, a blue jacket as well"
(Blake 69).

The behavior of some players and

undertones.

pictures

or

teams even has: religious

Occasionally, players w:|.ll keep religioUs icons,

small

figurines,

in

their

lockers

■■

or

something around their necks for god-d luck, to kee;p
'" ' '

the evil

' :i

spirits away or as a form of some ki nd of worship. j

Boston Red Sox, after going five for

wear

3

The 1990

19 in a heateii

pennant

race, even went so. far as to "perform an exorciE m to rid

themselves of the evil that had sapp ed their abilit y to win"

(Blake 50).

The exorcism proceeded hfter a voodoo .shrine

been placed in the clubhouse.

and

The ceremony fecMiured "69

candles, a number 13 jersey, two bl ck cats, assorted

rubber

spiders and snakes, a rooster, chant ing and singing ," (Blake
50) but the Red Sox still lost the next game.

ritualistic,

ordinary.
which

quasi-reTigiouS

sacrifice

This

isn't

ou

Within the game itself is a play called a

appears

in

several

forms:

the

kind of
of

sacrifice

fly,

sacrifice

the

the

Sacrifice bunt, the sacrifice ground ball, all done for the
sake of the advancement of the team.

Teams are consistently confror ted with dangeg:rs during

both spring training and the regular season--the frot t office,
■

•

the press, the fans.

If a player

should be
■

initial period of the season-long j Durney,

death.

He may be reborn onto anothe
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■

'"i

cut d-aring
-

■

the

■ ■!

it is sj.

symbolic

team, or he ma;y have to

wait until the next season to listen for the call! and pray
that he hears it.

The front office, press and fahs all impose t|. treats

of

varying kinds throughout the season and even into piostseason
The management may refuse to negotiate or re negotiate

play.
a

player's

career

contract,

with

that

thereby

team.

The

effectively

media

termini:;Lting

his

may publish iniformation
|
i

i

regarding a player that may adversely affect his or t he

play.

Fans also impose a threat.

team's

They deify the players or

denounce them depending on their level of play at a p articular
time.

This kind of uncertainty may hamper the conc:entration

of some players.

And actual fan in terference in k game has

occasionally caused player consternation

and/or ci;ianged the

outcome of a game.

During the first stage of the journey, spring training
and the first of the season, team meiinbers essentialG y conquer
outside forces to understand and ma.ster their inni;:r forces,

their

talent

for

the

game.

Th^y

may

face

a'c versaries

mentioned in the above paragraph or battle with foinl . weather,
career threatening injuries, bonus babies (rookies signed to
large contracts with guarantees to piLay), or bodies ijwhich have
deteriorated

over the

winter.

Those

who are

succ essful in

battling their enemies and meetings the challenge

of

their

journey remain on the team and cohtinue their group journey.

During
potential

the

for

season,

teams

post-season

piay

play,

challenge, in the journey, that the
35

162

Each

games, ■ plus

game

is

the

another

,eam must overct me.

A win

brings back a boon; a loss is syrnbolic death.

The]team

must

begin again the next day when they will play a whole new ball
game.

The danger toward the end of th^ journey is tha|l::

the hero

may not want to integrate himself ba zk. into the society which

he left.

The deification process whi ch many heroes i indergo is

also experienced by star baseball p].ayers.

Their 1ikenesses

are printed on trading cards which are part of <3, monetary
system measured against the player's

relative poptj].larity

or

i

talent.

Baseball players are sough t for autograplii

sessions

They are cdurted for

where many are paid per autograph

television commercials, talk shows, guest spots ini films and
sitcoms.

When all this attention is

paid to the heijc3

while he

is undergoing his trial/initiation period, many do riot want to
return in the end.

They begin to be lieve

in the meit: aphorical
'i

trappings of the hero's journey; th ey confuse the' myth with

the reality.
their journey.

If they fail to return, they have I failed

in

And typically, af .er extremely successful

seasons, teams are unable to repeat their heroic
But in baseball, as in life, there's

3ourneys.

always next| season

in

which the team's may fare better in their attemptedj journeys.

When the team successfully completes the seasdn and goes
on to win the pennant and the World Series, they ate allowed

to bring the boon home--the title df World Champicns.

This

i

boon enriches the community to which they return,! literally
and figuratively. But this goodnessi this richness,

this boon

is only valid until the cycle begirjis again the ne?:t
36

spring.

the next season, the next time player's hear and heec

the call

to play baseball.

The Player's Jot rney
On

a

microcosmic

level

the

miost

obvious

heto

is

batter, who like all heroes, begins lis journey at h ome.
batter must first accept the challeng
and the opposing team.

the
The

e extended by tl|ie pitcher

He experienc es

a series of trials as

he rounds the bases and then, if fate allows, ret|urns home

again, with a boon, the run scored,

And like all h6roes, the

batter faces his challenge essenti^lly alone.

Despite the

help of the shaman-like coaches, fi,rst and third base, the

batter turns away from his teammates

who remain in ihe safety

of the home dugout, and he bats alone

If he isn't successful

(not every journey is) then he strikes out, flies out, grounds

sanctuary of ,dhe dugout

out--whatever--and he returns to the

to await his next chance to begin tbe journey.
A hero's journey must also incorporate both f'emale and
male energies, the yin--the lunar, the inactive and the yang-

and the light ij'ang. The

the solar, the active, the dark yin

er figure, in ilaseball's

male energy, the yang/challenger/fatlti

hero's journey is naturally the pitcher because he presents a
1

trial

to

the

batter.

The

ry feminine enigrgy, the

necessa

yin/goddess/helper figure, is the ball.

Althoug!i

not

as

obvious a parallel as the yang/father/pitcher, the ball is
nevertheless

a

vital

part

of

the

journey and |iinked

physical, numerical and religious wa ^s to the game.
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in

And even

though

the

bat is

also an inacti-\re

part

of

game

the

of

baseball, it is a phallic symbol, and as the tppl pf the
batter,

can

be

no

part

of

the

fa-mxnine

physical connection when the bat tne^ts

save

energy

its

the ball,

The ball, the feminine energy, is pbvipusly a sytnbol of
the female breast and the wortib.

Bot 1 the ball and the breast

are round, and the womb is also somew hat rpunded in structure.

Coaches frequently admonish young piayers who grip

the

ball

too tightly and suggest they attempt, to hold the ba11 gently
like a female breast or an egg (Latner. May 1992).

The power

of the ball to give life to the gam(e is a direct connection
with the womb, all shapely similarit:ies

aside,

The ball also connects religio us tradition to baseball
has

108

stitches

Catholic rosary has 108 beads.

For

Bach bead in th^:

via

numbers:

a

baseball

prayer is said, the majority of wh ich
Virgin Mary.

[l::he

Roman

rosary a

direct: Bd

to

the

As well, rosaries are frequently made I )y women's
One hundred p:Lght is a

groups associated with The Church,
significant number in' the Cathplic

religions.

are

and

■ I

Church as wellj

Within the number 108 there

that are Significant as well. Such

clS

as

other

are severa.1 factors

nine, three a nd

four,

The significance of the numbei- nine is that ! it, along
with twelve, is a factor of 108.

If twelve then I is

down into factors of three and four (the possible

I

broken

actors of

two and six should be momentarily forgotten), the hi.:.mbers
further linked to the game, three being the number

per at bat and outs per side per inni ng and four thei
38

are

)f strikes
number of

balls needed to advance to first base on balls.

addition.

In

rosaries (108 beads) are sometimes said in a series of nine

over nine days, called a novena, in order
boon.

a special

to ask for

Baseball games have nine playe rs for each team, and the

nine players each participate in nin e innings (and
must say prayers for special boons)

sometimes

There are fouxi bases

all

of which must be visited in order tci gain the boon of a run.

As

well,

goddesses.

Hinduism

worships

108

g sddesses--not

c ods,

but

This ties together the s titches on the ball, the

rosary beads,

the novena, the Hind'u goddesses, the Virgin

Mary, the nine players and the nine innings, three oti ts, three
strikes, four balls and four bases ih a neat numerical

bundle

full Of feminine energy.
In his work. Transformations of Myth Through Tin"e, Joseph

Campbell finds the number 108 to haves an overall significance
!

to humankind, "And 108 times 4 [the n umber of seasons] is 432,
.

the number of years in the cycle of ipime.
cycle of time.

She is time.

also the baseball.^

1

The goddess is the

I

She is the womb" (151).

That the energy

' ''

She is

of the ball {s passive

until acted upon by the pitcher and then the batter, is the
essential element linking the ball

with the yin ciijid is the

overriding importance of the ball a 3 feminine ener<gy in the

game.

The player experiences a bonding with the ball through

his bat if a successful connection is made (foul balls would
not

count as successful

connections in this

context).

The

ball thrown by the pitcher/father fi gure extends a !,challenge
'1

to the player/hero making the important connection between the
39

Eemale

and

male

energies.

Both

feminine/yin

the

and

masculine/yang energy are thus engagied in each pitch , and the
journey begins or ends depending on t he

results of t le at bat.

Other Mythic Images in the Hero's Journey in Baseball
The Judge

Umpires even have a specific
journey of baseball.

function

in

the

hero's

On many journeys, the hero encounters

someone who renders a judgement upon

the hero about v/hether he

is right or wrong, or this judge may

decide whether or not the

hero may pass a certain point along his journey.

is such a judge or guardian of the

or

he umpire
If

the

pitch isn't hit, the umpire may decide the ball is a

strike--a

call which marks the beginning of potential symbolic

death--or

the umpire may call the pitch a ball, a respite

If

the

batter/hero amasses enough balls, he may advance upon his
journey around the bases, by the gift: of a base on balls.

umpire also may curtail the journey of any member o

The

■ the team

or coaching staff by declaring him out or by simply throwing
him out of the game.

within

the

game,

The umpire is the ultimate authority

the ■ god

to

whom

all

appeals

must

be

If a hero's journey merits passing along, a re^ ;order

has

submitted.

The Jury

always been there to tell the story 5.gain and again

has

Homer,

Aeneas

has: Virgil
40

and

in

Conrad's

Odysseus
Heart

of

Darkness.

Baseba LI also has itt? share of

Kurtz has Marlow.

■j

.

storytellers.

These

recorders

of

baseball,

announcers, fiction writers--all cat^log

'I

]oarnalists,

the various

events of

baseball as well as commit the essencee of baseball ttj) paper or

video.

When the journalists or an:nouncers, in t leir

ballpark, blatantly root for the h ome team, they

called

"homers,"

although

is

this

certainly

to

preferences,

Homer.

the

But

regardless

of

journalist/storytellers

act

are

even

more

to

han their

demonstrate their devotion to the hoiline team rather

resemblance

home

their

team

jurors,

a

impartial in intent, but somewhat judgmental in action.

private or social agendas of writer^ may be at plajr
written versions of games leading

to a kind

The

in their

of sentencing

of

,1

baseball players based on their performances.

Annoii ncers may

show their bias for or against a tean^ by the stories: they tell
between pitches or innings, called color commentary.
journalists,

writers

and

announce rs--the

These

jurors i" -are

the

'i

equivalent to the chorus in Greek drama handing o ver
judgments

not

to

the

other

pi ayers

umpire/judge in the case of baseba11,

their

necessar ily,

but to th^

the

ultimate

j

judge, the audience.

. ■ 'i
The meticulous records kept

on

the

career!

of

every

player and each game played and on e^v/"ery trade or tdam move is
further

evidence

that

this

obsession

to

keep i

track

of

everything shows baseball to be our answer to the|epic.

As

■!
1

■!

well, the literary devices within the; epic, like the|

simile or

other oral devices used to insure memory of names. dates and
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places and happenings in the epic ar 5

reminiscent o;

baseball

record keeping and add to the quality and quantity of the

stories told by baseball's juries.

The Journey of the Audience
Possibly the most important jou.rney in basebal1 is that
of the fan, or audience, or even the: journey of th©se merely

aware of the game.

Like any mythoiL ogy, baseball'|s tells a

Story to those who are willing to 1isten,

yet its :j influence

reaches beyond even the most eager eyes and ears.]

baseball is a metaphor for the here])'s journey, it

Because

has

also

come to be a metaphor for anybody's, everybody's, journey.

is

a

ritual,

a

rite,

a

religion

for

some

11

simply

fans
; I

spiritual for Others, simply enterta,inment
but for all, a mythology.

for stil1 others,

In his article, "The IcSrowth of

Culture and the Evolution of Mind," (Jeertz clearly i tates

the

need for tradition and ritual, "In order to make up our minds

we must know how we feel about things; and to know h dw we feel

about things, we need the public images

of sentiment

that only

ritual, myth, and art can provide" (X]iterpretation o:

Cultures

82).

Baseball's rituals and mytho],ogy provide onig5 way for

Americans to make up their minds about how they feel

When

they embark upon their own journeys through the game

or after

the game, whether they know they've embarked or not

they are

on their way to making up their md,nds

hing, to

learning something they didn't know
themselves.

about

some

before about baseball or

In the end, it matters !
little if the audience of
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baseball, or those just remotely aware of the game, understand
the metaphors, the myths in the game; they playi upon the
unconscious first, and if a conscious understanding results,
]

the message of the myth is made cleaij, and if not, the myth is
still at work,

The elements found in all hero'
's

journeys are

the ,| call

and

separation, the trials of the journey and the returri; home

with

the

act

a boon.

of

batting,

in

the

game

itself,

found in

The functions of mythologies are the functions of the

mythology in baseball.

Baseball is an American mytHology, an

■ [

American hero's journey supported along the way by metaphor
and a strong ideology.
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Chapter II

Other Myths in Ba seball
Baseball is a pastoral sport

baseball does
it creates an

what all good pastoral doe^
atmosphere
harmony.

in

everything

which

exists

in

Murray Ross i
Baseball Greeni'

"Football Red and

While the hero's journey in baseball is impd ctant,
isn't the only powerful myth at play in the game.

it

The other

myths in baseball are diverse but d Dn't all necessarily fit

into the hero's journey mold, althoug h they broaden a nd deepen
|i

the overall mythology of baseball. These other mytl|:is
are

broadened

and

deepened

by

archetypes

or

in turn

visions.

Archetypes also exist in the ideology of baseball and further

cement

the

connection,

established

ideology and mythology.

by

metaphor

Indeed, archetypes are

between

kind

of

metaphor with accompanying images aiid symbols, a ci; Dmparison
between

something

we

all

have

in

our

unconsici;ous

with

something visual or understood. The metaphor of the archetype
then is a precursor to learned knowlesdge just as the metaphor
works in the mythology or the ideologyThe appeal of baseball occurs on any number of 1eveIs

in any number of ways.

the

mythology

occasional

in

What the devoted fan undejqistands of

baseball

observer.

and

may

not

be

apparent

to

Many just casually acquaitited

the

with

baseball, and even some fans, probabJ.y only grasp the blatant
ideology

of

baseball,

while
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the

myths

peacefii.illy

and

unconsciously pass them by.

What is important to remember

that we all see with our own eyes, tring to the game

vision,

our

own

peculiar

ways

of

thinking

individual histories. But lying beneath

and

our

our

our individu ality

is

own

own

are

the myths common to all and the archetypes as Nort irop Frye

and Carl Jung define them and the set of beliefs revolving
around the game of baseball which ev olved into the ideology,
Our understanding of the myth in be.seball

is like; a

window

which only needs the shade lifted or the curtain parted so
that we may see through to the view, the meaning.

We

lift the

shade and part the curtain when we study and analyz 3 what it
■:

is that makes up the window and its
Within

baseball's

■ ■ ■ ; ■ • :r

view.

mythology,

the

many

myths

and

archetypes evoke the pastoral harmony of early Ame rica, the

frontier, the cowboy and the healing power of the West.
same myths and archetypes, images and symbols, are ait

of baseball ideology.

These

the root

The image of pastoral harmony--the

shepherd in his field tending his flock where all is right

with the world--and idea of the West as possessing healing
faculties seem inconsistent with images

of the wilcj

lawless

frontier and the ruggedly determined cowboy. Underlying these
images/ideas, though, are similarities, such as fc he

Great

Outdoors, fresh air, hard work, independence and freedom
Where

the

archetypes

and

myttis

in

the

ology

of

baseball remain part of the unconsciDus until sought out and

interpreted, the archetypes in the ideology of baseball were
acknowledged

and

even

promulgated
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by the journalists

and

writers of the early part of this ce]|itury.
they were exploiting "archetypes" foi"
or

not,

doesn't

matter.

They

Whetheri

they knew

the sake of the:

kr ew

ideology

they were |, promoting

baseball and that is the important issue.

Because of their

exploitation

basebal1

at

the

behest

of

iwners,

league

presidents, and for job security, they created ah ideology
which incbrporates some of the arc hetypes and som,e

of

the

myths of baseball. Because humans can so easily ider:tify with
archetypes, haying a prior existence in our psyches,: the power
of the ideology, and the mythology, too, is that muci: greater.

Archetypes and Visions in Baseball
Archetypes are at the root of the power of ih yth, myth

being the manifestation of these archetypes, these repeated

images.

Visions,

as

Frye

define s

them,

are |g

further

manifestation of the archetypes as tiiey exist both b efore, in
and after the myth.

It is also the archetype/myth wji ich gives

credence to ideologies; ideologies muSt beginsomb'where
usually that beginning-:-caused by some kind of i i:strain

Geertz says--is within the mind/psycdhe

as

of man.

Carl G. Jung calls the place ;Ln our psyches

archetypes come from the collective

and

UnGonscious.

the relationship between the human psyche, the

where

the

He explains

pollective

unconscious and archetypes this way
The personal unconscious is made up essehtially of
contents which have at one

time been consjcious but

which have disappeared frc m consciousness through
having been forgotten or re;]pressed, the ct ntents of
the

collective

unconsciou
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have

never::

been

in

consciousness r
dn
therefore
have
nC'ver
been
individually acquired, but owe their existence
content
exclusively
to
heredity. .the
of
the
collective uhconscious is made up essentially of
archetypes. The concept of the archetype, Vfhich is an
indispensable Correlate of the idea of the collective
unconscious, indicates the ejiiistence of definite forms

in the psyche which seem to be present always and
research
calls
them
everywhere.
Mythological
"motifs"... (Jung. The Portcible Jung 60)

These archetypes, motifs, visions, or whatever

else one

may name them are present in the images of basebal1.
images of baseball may not be consc

These

recogniz3d by the

fan, but certainly they play a part in the appeal of the game
and the strength of the ideology and mythology
Northrop Frye in "Archetypes ol: Literature" de scribes a
central pattern of comic and tragic

visions

tlich

in

"the

individual and the universal forms of an image are identical"

(432).

These visions are archetypa1, part of all

of us and

therefore present in all aspects of 1ife, not just 11 terature.
The

comic and

tragic

visions

as

Frye

sees

them

are

intertwined with the hero's journey and help to explain the
world of the hero, his world of apot aeoSis, but alst>

describe

visions, images or symbols (archetypes) in other myths.

He

claims that his view of these visions: is "not only el
k ementary,
but grossly over-simplified..." (Frye, "Archetypes'I 433), but

such a simple view reduces the spider's webi of ideas that may
tangle and confuse rather than iliuminate the idea behind the
■

archetype, the myth, the vision.

' ■

.1 1'

To see baseball through the

looking glass of these visions brings another whoile realm of
myth to light and increases the cultural complexity pt
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baseball

The comic vlsiori is essential Ly that of irihocencO, a
cycle,

a

kind

of

heaven;

w lile

the .tragic

constrained by the form of the cyclical quest, is
hell.
view

The comic and tragic visions
of

the

world

of

the

hero,

vision.

a kind of

each contain a different

a nd

Frye

expres ses

these

differences through examples of ea Dh type of vision as it

illuminates the archetypes of the human, animal, vegetable,
mineral and unformed wOrlds.
power

of

the

archetypes

The mythology of base ball, the

of

baseball,

can

be

seen

in

a

comparison of the game to these visions, just as the mythology
of the game is also better understood through analogy to the

basic pattern of the hero's journey
In the comic vision the human world is exempli fied by a
hero who may fulfill the fantasies of the reader. or in the
case of baseball, the fan.

The trcigic vision sees

with his back to his followers/fans
The

comic

vision

contains

a

the hero

and isolated or deserted.

marriage

or consummation--the

batter connects with the ball (feminine energy) and achieves
the first part of his journey.

Th e tragic vision contains

images of "the harlot, witch and c ther

varieties

of Jung's

'terrible mother'" (Frye, "ArchetypeS" 432). In baseball this
terrible feminine imagery is encoun tered

in the st ikeout, a

failure to make the "good" connection with the fe^ainine, the

ball.

. i ij

The animal world as seen in the comic vision is filled

with

domesticated

animals

and

may

contain

birds.

The

connection here with baseball is the ball that flies, just as
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a bird flies

A weak ■ fly ball is also Mreferrg^^^

"quaii" pr a dying "q;uail^ as

to

as

a

s its way throuc h the air

and dies on:the grPUnd pr in: bbe glove,of the defpnse.

Also

in the comic vision, the archetypes are primarily pastoral.

The idea of the farm is an important one in this v ision
also in basebal1.
"farm" system.

The minor leagues

and

to as the

are referred

Players are planted, domesticated, grown, and

harvested when the time is right.

Each successful 1 arvesting

is cause for celebration, just as harvests throughoiIt history
have given rise to rituals and festivals which celebrate the

chance for survival for one more year, one more se ason.

contrast, the animal world seen through the tragic
contains images of the predator,

The

In

vision

who pluck

fielders

flying balls from the air are the predators, the ,JEalcons of
baseball.

They strike down attemptis of the domesi::icated

to

succeed.

, Through the comic vision, the \'ecretable

world is seen as

a garden or park, a peaceful, rustic glade where gre en

and relaxes.

soothes

This archetype goes d long way to e:cplain why

ballparks are frequently called gi'een cathedrals

havens from the brutality of everyday life.

This archetype

may even explain why the places people play baseball
called parks and yards.

have been

The tragic vision, though,: is that of

a sinister forest or wilderness.

eams that have

difficulty

winning games on the rpad may indeed feel something sinister
about a ballpark that might be someo ne else's green
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cathedral.

The archetypes of the mineral wqrld, in the coma c

vision,

are images of geometrical forms and the 'starlit' c ome.

mineral world is a building or temple all aglow
playing

fields

(green

cathedrals--like

The

aseball's

temp],es)

are

constructed with connecting lines and triangles arid squares
and rectangles, but the playing field is still essentially
round, round like the earth, circulLar like the seasons

cyclical.

Some ballparks are like

the 'starlit' c ome;

are

they

are domes and the lights that dot the ceilings, very like
stars.

And all ballparks contain the geometrical form of the

"diamond."

In the tragic vision,

the

mineral

world

desert, empty, harsh, populated with rocks and ruins.

ballplayers may unconsciously experience this tragic
-C

is

a

Many

vision of

the mineral world while playing on a particularly rdiigh field,
Shea

Stadium

Rockpile."

in

New

York

has

been

referred

tb

as

"The

For years. Angel Stadium in California had a

reputation for a brutal playing surface.

The ovbrall image

of the ballpark may be that of a dreen, peaceful garden, a
pleasingly shaped dome, but down iji the dirt it rr ay be the

tragic vision which prevails.

Frye's final set of comic ar^d tragic visions define
archetypes of the unformed world, which mainly consists of

water.

The comic vision sees the ijinfoiined world cIS

a life-

giving, life-affirming river (typiccilly with four p arts, like
the four seasons).

Frye asserts that this image of

the river

in fours is the archetype which "influenced the Renaissance
image

of

the

temperate

body
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with

its

four

humours"

("Archetypes" 432).

diamond.

And there are

always

four bases on every

This positive image of water ties together the

archetypes of the green garden (on^ usually needb water to
the pastora1 images of

make a garden green)

heaven, rebirth (baptism); and imag 2S

of renewal that evoke

the seasonal nature of the game of ba seball.

ball parks even have "river" in their
Stadium

and

Riverfront

Two manor league

names:

Despite

Stadium

ci harvest,

Three

Rivers

the ;:;advent

of

astroturf, ballparks without water wc()uld not be as green;:that
all-important ingredient of water secures the archetypes of
pastoral images in baseball.

The unf ormed world in the tragic

vision then must be an evil, sinister water filled wiith beasts

and ugly things.

The image of evil w.ater in baseball would be

the rainout or being sent to the "showers," both effectively

ending

the

journey

Of

the

teaitn

or

the

respectively/ because of the deluge, the flood, the

sinister

water.

Home, Home in the :^allpark
The ideology of baseball is partly based on ti e

idea of

the old west, that men should be indbpendent, yet wq rk
■

for the

''i

good of the group, and embody all that is good ahS right in
the United States, and through this physical or meir tal

of mind, be healed.

state

The ideology also evolved to iiicorporate

a sense of equality between men that was rare in tlh5
more common in the West.

In the West,

weight, you were generally accepted
51

East but

if you could pull your
This is, of course, an

archetypal view of the Old West, and the truth, like;
of

baseball

is

often

quite

archetypes, myths or ideology.
of

the

West

and

the

most

different

from

the truth

that:

of

the

A coiriparison of two songs, one

famous

baseball

song

further

illuminates the point that much of t he Old West is i n part of

the ideology and mythology of basebill
The song, "Home, Home on the Range," characterizes
kind and giving frontier, the healin g West, the comi c

the

vision.

The first chorus evokes a powerful feseling that all'is well in
the West:

Home, home on the range.

Where the deer and the antelope play.
Where never is heard a discouraging word.
And the skies are not cloudy all day.
The peaceful, full-of-hope-and-promise feeling in this song is
reminiscent of the goals of the id^eology of baseb all.

The

range could be the ballpark, where everyone can fee!! right at

home.

The animals playing would be the players, and

so natural and peaceful as animals at play.

little is

The lack of

discouraging words could be compared to the equaliz:: ng nature

of the ideology; everyone is the sair e on the range

ind in the

ballpark, no verbal aspersions couiLd possibly be cast upon

anyone.

And the skies are not cloudy all day--as long as

there isn't a rainout.

The unofficial anthem of basefcall, "Take Me Out to the

Ballgame," is sung at every seventti inning stretch

been for years (since approximately
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and

has

1908--about the same time

the ideology gets into full swing).

The famous chotus to this

song is:

Take me out to the ball gam^
Take me out to the crowd,

Buy me some peanuts and eracfkerjack,
I don't care if I never get

back.

Let me root, root, root for the home team,

If they don't win, it's a sljiame,
For it's one, two, three st:ij:ikes,

you're otf

At the old ball game. (Mote 354)
devoted to telling

The verses (not reproduced here) are

story of a baseball fan named Nelly Kelly who neverl

leave the ballpark.

Even though th^se

the

wanted to

verses have; been lost

over time and only the chorus is sung at the -park, the
original theme remains the same.

The singer wantd to go to

the ball park for the game and doesn't

therefore, the ball park substituted

care about gbing home;

for a home like that of

the range in "Home, Home on the Rang-e."

The rooting for the

home team, watching the home team piay, is akin to fthe wonder

of watching the deer and the antelo;^e play.

No one cares if

the^ deer and the antelope "win," it is the beauty oif watching
them play that counts.

The same is true in this song of

watching the home team, rooting fcf)r home team--the singer
doesn't care of the team wins, the ball game is the thing.

"One, two, three strikes, you're out" are not, suiprisingly.
discouraging words.

They are part

of

each

and

every

ball

game, part of what determines wheth er the batter jw ill begin

his journey or have to wait until the

To think,

next time.

then, that these might be discouraging words is tp
whole point of the game and the jou:ney therein,
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i

miss the

And naturally the skies are not cloudy all day.
though ball

games

conditipns, . t^

have been piaye i under adverse

idea of playing ba seball

sunshine, blue skies and springtime.

is

Even

weather

surrounded

by

Thomas Wolfe writes of

the reiationsip between baseball and spring:
.,.one of the reasons I have always loved b<3.seball so
much is that it has been not merely 'the great

national game,
'but really a part of the whcle weather
of our lives, of the thing that is our ownr; of the
whole fabric, the million memories of America.

For

example, in the memory of a].most every one of us, is
there anything that can evoke spring--the first days
of April--better than the sound of the ball
into the pocket of the big mitt, the sound of the bat
as it hits the horsehide... almoSt everythi ng I know
about spring is in it--the first leaf,i,thp jonquil,
the maple tree, the smell of grass upphyyohij hands and
knees, the coming into flower of April. (Dickson,
Baseball's Greatest 479)

Baseball Cowboys on The Healing Frontier

The frontier myth, the cowboy myth, and the mjth

of the

healing West are as much a part of the mythology of baseball
as the comic and tragic visions of

journey.

world

or the

hero's

These myths, according to ILollo May, are about "what

people were getting away from as
getting

the

to"

(93).

He

sees

well

the^e

understanding the American psyche,
myths of the West, of the frontier

as

what i

myths as

they were

d;irucial

The archetypep
are

those

of

in

in these
the loner

just passing through who incidentall y cleans up the town, the
Texas Ranger who saves a whole regi ment of men, th e

idea of

freedom from oppression by establis hed society,■ th e healing
power of that freedom.

People fied England, mov 2d
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to

the

west, to make a life in the New

oppression at home.

to live free

from the

People fled to the American West to avoid

the rules and regulations of Eastern Society.

Hu

Finn, a quintessential American hero, even had "to light out

for the territory."

In the midst of urban stress,

many

dwellers found solace in the ballpar ■c, it was their
'
- ■ - iil
to light out for.

Lone rangers, cowboys, relief pitchers as they are called

in baseball, are frequently called upon to clean up
West, these characters came into town, saved the day

and then

they went about their business, travelihg on to th^
or village.

next

town

The lone rangers of bas eball, the relievers, are

regularly asked to join a game in pr ogress to "save the day."

They are usually sequestered in the bullpen', away

rest of the team and the action.

from the

Wh6:n their stint ;|:i1 the game

is over, they leave until the next time

are

called or

until the next town along the way.
Different kinds of relief pitchers have even developed
over

the years reflecting the trend for

modern society.

speciali zation

in

There are now closeirs, middle relie /ers,

relievers, set up and mop up men.
kind of lone hero.

The pinch hitter

Ls another

He is asked to bunt or hit the W Lnning run

home or to sacrifice his own record for the sake of

Pinch runners save the legs of a f ellow
alone, all epitomize the loner cowb oy.
job done and get out again
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teammate.

the team.
All

act

They get ill, get the

The frontier myth, like the covrboy myth, has to do with

individual character.
Base.

by

watching

or

According to
being

at

Steven Riess in Touching

all

touched

by

baseball,

spectators could develop "competitiveness, honesty, patience,
respect for authority, and rugged i ndividualism"
also

states

Americans

that

were

"these

supposed

were

to

the

have

characterist ics

been

developing

frontier over many generations" (Riess 224).
baseball became an extension of the frontier,

learning experience.

i 223).

He
that

on

the

Iii this way
the American

And through l:)aseball, Americans could

continue to incorporate all the rigt t values into their lives
despite the dominance of urban life
Connected to the frontier myth is the myth of the West,
a healing myth.

Cowboys, settlers. adventurers inhabited the

West and with their uncivilized nature contributed to the lore

of the land and the time.

They epitomized what C luldn't

done in the East, in civilization,

They were the :leroes

be
who

travelled away from what was established to make a new home,
to find a different peace, to heal t tie wounds inflicted by the

pressures of a society too closed knd controlled , to contain
the maverick.
faculties

as

The myth of the Wesh then is one of healing
well

as

one

filled

with loner

heroe s.

Roosevelt went West for its healing powers as did
his era.

Likewise the game of baseball heals.

Teddy

others of

WaIt Whitman

acknowledged the healing power of the game:

I see great things in baseball. It's our game--the
American game. It will tak 3 our people out of doors,
fill them with oxygen, gi\■■e them a larger physical
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stoicism.

Tend to relieve

dyspeptic set.
to us.

Repair these

us from being a

nervous,

losses and be a

blessing

(Dickson, Baseball's Greatest 468)

In 1908, a Boston rabbi touted the benefits of baseball as if
a.nd

it were a cure for what ailed an industrialized

highly

politicized nation:

The joy of being out of door^, breathing in
vitality,

is especially wc rthwhile

to

)xygen and

one

who

is

study or
breathes out ait and energy on the public platform.

either

much

in

the

confinement

of

his

(Reiss 17)

If for no other reason, baseball ma y heal because it is not

literally our life, and like myth,

it

takes

us

oiat

of

physical reality and allows us to s^e beyond oursel.ves.
base of the power of myth lies in tlie psychological

our

The

,function

which is, at its core, bound to naturally healing cind which.
in turn, allows the myth to inform and enrich lifei

An American Arch etype

We see ourselves in baseball, i.n the players

game.

It is the Ametican game, as whitman says.

of myths

and

archetypes

which

conscious effort on our part.

appeal

Basetall

to

us

It is our

:t is full

without

exists in oi.ir

any

society

on a collectively unconscious levei1 which goes b eyond any
conscious

recognition

of

its

place

by

diehard ' fans;

the

American citizenry, not just the fans, are the ai: dience of
baseball.

The American baseball player is a reclognizable

entity as any other uniquely Ameri can archetype,
Bunyan or Johnny Appleseed or the cowboys of

like

Paul

the old West.

For example, the Mighty Casey from the poem by E.Ij. Thayer,

■" '57' :

"Casey at the Bat," is as recogniza ble a baseball player as
any.

'

■

'

' '!

When the poem debuted June 3, 1888, it went mostly

unnoticed.

Hopper,

Later that year or early the next, William De Wolf

recited

the

poem

to

a

group

of

professional

ballplayers as a special part of his vaudeville act: honoring
the players.
prompted

The recitation, greeted with much e nthusiam,

Hopper

(Gardner 3).

to

continue

it

as:

part

of

his

repetoire

To the best of his kr owledge, he rep eated the

performance of "Casey at the Bat" at least 10,000 t imes over

forty-five years (Mote 254).

Due t(3 Hopper's popup,arization

of the poem and the subsequent news 3aper reprintincfs because
of Hopper's performances, there were few Americans who hadn't

heard of Casey by the early part

of

(Gardner 8).

combined

popular

The poem's popularity

archetypes

of

the

West

the

twentieth

with the already

others,

and

century

qiceated

an

abundance of archetypes to nourisi the kind of citmosphere
needed to easily create a baseball iideology which has worked
so well and lasted for so long.

The Mighty Casey--A Failed Hero Arc tietyp

Boston Red Sox or Chicago Cubs
they're rooting for Casey.

fans must often feel like

They know Cas|ey will strike out-

the poem, "Casey at the Bat," always ends with Casey striking

out--just like they know their teams
Series.

won't

win ■ the

World

But the Cub fan, like the Mudyil1e fan,, has "hope

that springs eternal in the human tireast" (Thayer 21)^

The

team hasn't won a World Series sinee before World War II and
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the organization has been consistently incompetent,
hasn't kept the fans away from Wrigley Field.
never suffered from lack of attendance.

But this

Wrigley has

In Why Time Begins on

Opening Dav. Tom Boswell says, "The Hub fan not onljj' knows in
".ll! ^
advance that his club will fail pa:hetically, but he knows

why; he can provide the etiology of
pop-up.

defeat at the[drop

The immutable first cause, of course, is

miscreant is a Cub and therefore damn ed perpetually'!

of a

that

the

(9). Why;

keep going back to suffer more?

And things aren't so different, to the east iin Boston.
There's an old story about the Bosto

n club that wh^jn they let

Babe, Ruth go to sign with the Yankees, they gavej up their

right to ever win a World Series ^gain.

It's calied "The'
■ ""'"11

Bambino's Curse."

In 1986, the Rec^ Sox came very

breaking the curse but didn't quite get there.

In

of the Order. Tom Boswell writes o|E the ultimate

close

to

The Heart

defeat of

that Red Sox team:

nd team to win;
win i the first
The Red Sox became the second

two Series games in the otheiip club's park arid still be
defeated.
They became the first to have a two-run
lead with two outs in the 1ast inning and nobody on
base and lose.
Of course, they were also the first
gang to get within one str:|.ke of a world title and
fail (154).

Bruce Hurst, a pitcher on that team, said, "It hiiirts

a lot

more to lose that it feels gpod to wiin" (Boswell, Heart 156).
And the team's long-suffering fans would have ag'reed
Hurst.

So why keep suffering?

Why keep rooting for

with

losers?

Part of the answer lies in undei[standing the game itself'.
Noboby gets a hit every time up to Ipat in baseball
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No team

goes undefeated in baseball.

It is statistically impossible

to be perfect in baseball; there are too many chances to fail.

And even the greatest hitters fail ^ixty percent of the time
or more.

The hero who can't begin t|ie journey, or finish the

journey is as important as the heiro who does it all.

To

appreciate success, one needs to expejrience failure i

And like

the

theater,

tragic

and

comic

masks

that

symbolize

the

creating an image of wholeness, tragedy is as important to
baseball as comedy to make the game a whole, and very human.

experience.
When De Wolf Hopper first reci ed "Casey at tl'Le
wasn't sure what to expect; the here fails.

Bat" he

But his audience

that night. New York Giants and Ch icago White Sox players,
loved

it.

Part

of

the

reason

they

loved it was they saw

themselves striking out at crucial moments in their baseball
Careers and could relate to the cocky Casey

Part

of

the

reason fans continue to support Ibsd.ng ball clubs and part of
the reason "Casey at the Bat" is so popular is prov ided by De
Wolf Hopper in an excerpt from his memoirs:

When I dropped my voice to B flat, be;Low low C,
at "the multitude was awed." I remember seeing Buck

Ewing's [catcher for the Giants] gallant mustachios
give a single nervous twitch.

And as the ho ase, after

a moment df startled silence, grasped the an iclimatic
denouement, it shouted its glee.

They had expected, as any one does ©n hearing
Casey for the first time. that the mighty batsman
would slam the ball out of t:he lot, and a lesser bard
would have had him do so, and thereby writ en merely
a good sporting-page filler
The crowds do not flock
into the American League parks around the circuit when
the Yankees play, solely in anticipation, of seeing
Babe Ruth whale the ball ov er the centerfield fence.

That is a spectacle to be enjoyed even at the expense
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of the home team, but there always is the chance that
the Babe will strike out, a sight even more healing to
sore eyes, for the Sultan of: Swat can miss the third
strike just as furiously as he can meet it, and the
contrast between the terrible threat of hiS: swing and
the futility of the result is a banquet for the
malicious, which includes us all.
There :is no more
completely satisfactory drama in literature than the
fall of Humpty Dumpty. (Gardner 4)
j
"Casey

at

the

Bat" so fascinated

Hopper's

audiences that

parodies and sequels began to spring up immediately (Gardner

8).

In the next ninety years, the poem only gained in

popularity.

Dozens of parodies and sequels continued to be

published, radio dramatizations were broadcast, capt: toons

and

films were made, books were written, even an opera and a
ballet were produced, all based on Casey's mighty strike out
(Mote 255).

Some of these reprod actions

revenge, his comeback, the reasons

detailsd

he struck out

Casey's
Some are

fanciful, such as the Disney cartobn, Casey Bats. Again, in
which

Casey's baseball player/daughters

need

hit:

to

again," and "'Cool' Casey at the Bat " written by th =

"bat

staff of

MAD magazine in 1960, in which Beatinik lingo is smbstituted
for the original language of the poem.
"Casey at the Bat" is now an integral part of American

culture, baseball history and the American psyche, and Casey
IS

an

"American

folk

hero"

Everythinq Baseball (253).

according

to

Jame

Mote

in

Indeed, Casey is an Ame::cican folk

hero because he inhabits the conscious memory of Americans,

but he is also an archetype because his failure, his

part of the American unconscious,

Casey

archetype, a failed hero archetype

He is the
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is

ap

image, is

American

tl:i:ragic

mask

together with the comiG mask that perEectly reflects baseball,

the game of human experience, a combination of both victory

and the defeat, something we can alH- relate to and' something
we all ponder.

The Frustrated Ballplayer as Archet^e
Tristram Potter Coffin says "th e 'frustrated ballplayer'

is an American type as surely as

the

cowboy.

;he

movie

starlet, or the man in the grey-fJ.annel suit" (l81)

But

Coffin wonders why such a "type" e:sists at all.

Rollo May

says it's because of the restless energy of Americans, the

need for the West, the cowboy, the ballplayer, to serve as a
myth of "the rebirth of humanity, without the sin

)r evil or

poverty or injustice or persecutiori which had characterized
the

Old

World"

(93).

The

seasonal,

cyclical ;nature of

baseball symbolizes a rebirth of huimanity; each season is a
new chance, a new world, a breaking of ties with t le

old.

Part of the appeal of the myth cbf the West, the frontier,
Coffin speculates, has to do with t:he rise of indiistry, the
emasculation

of

men

and

civilization--churches,

the

school

repression of the "wild man."

dominance

m^rms,
He

also

of

woi nen,

families- -and
claims it

i.e.
the

has

to do

with "a kind of 'Huckleberry Finh' urge to rerr ain

young

forever, to escape from 'village mores' and Sunc ay School
laws..." (Coffin 181).

Baseball allows that part of us, the

part which wishes to remain young a nd
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retain the t traditional

power of the male, to recapture a bit of youth -Qsith time we

hear the first crack of the bat hitt:ing the ball in spring.
Johan Huizinga might say that t:he frustrated fcalIplayer
archetype has to do with a primal ne€id for man to play withdut

seriousness.

Regardless of the seriousness of the

financial

side of baseball on the major league level, the game is still

a

game, , and

mostly

plhyed

for

fun.

And

despite

competitive edge many bring to the game,

the

and

fans

still jump up and down over a grand slam and smile in response

to a perfectly executed double play..

Even the nj^in-fan can

acknowledge the fun of the game, of playing, and ;many
certainly recognize the type of the frustrated player or, at

least, the failed ballplayer/hero.

It

seems

inconceivable

that an American wouldn't recognize this image: "1'he picture
of the father shoving a glove and

bat into the

cr;
ib

first son is an American cliche simply because it

of

his

ymbolized

something typical about American hop es and fears" (Coffin 3).
Campbell might say that the American archetype

frustrated ballplayer is really ju^t another kind
journey,

that

the

frustration

moves

the

hero

of a

pf iierd's;
onto

an

alternative path that can only be recognized and learned from
as the journey goes further and fuirther inward toward self-

actualization.

The quest then is not so much geographical.

but psychological.

Where the hero Leaves from is;his former

self laden with frustration.

The pa th is self-discovery, not

the base path that might have been previously covetsd.

Where

the hero returns to isn't homeplate, but a new self, shed of
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the frustration and reconciled to whatever the new role for

the hero might be.

The hero gains sstrength by unde rstandihg

the need to give up the pipe dream of playing major league
baseball

and

be

content

with

reality.

In

the

case

baseball, the healing powers come from the same source

causes the wound which needs healing

of

which

By going to b.ill games,

those frustrated players can live through the herbes

on

the

field, through the professional playe;rs' journeys, e /■en though
the game initiated the frustration
The

archetypes

of

the

failed

ballplayer, the cowboy and the myth

hero,

the

frustrated

of the West come from the

collective unconscious,- they exist as part of the m;i^thology of

baseball.

Just as the hero's journey exists in the physical

realm of baseball but transcends it, so does the archetype of

the frustrated ballplayer and otheis exist in base ball, and
outside baseball, and still transcends the physical reality of
the game.

Baseball as an American Mythology
and an American Ideology
It is obvious that baseball's

appeal lies in i:he sphere

of the psychological which is by definition complii:ated.

It

is also clear that the archetypes o f baseball overlap in the

realms of ideology and mythology.

The connection here,

as in

the relationship between the hero's journey and baseball, is
metaphoric.
the

realms

The metaphor is the key to understanding in all
of

baseball,

including
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the

mythological,

the

ideological and the archetypal: the baseball playeri

is a hero

on a journey; the game of baseball is America; thp
player is a cowboy and the balIpark is the range,

baseball
the West.

It is through these kinds of metaphoric relationships that the
importance of baseball as a defining feature
culture

becomes

obvious.

What

iii

American

obtuse, and perhaps

rem ains

' I' '

should remain so for most, is the mythology.
the

mythology

experience,

lies

not

in

through

its

resultant

direct

The si:trength of

education

through

instruction,

experiences baseball, the mythology goes to work

As
on

one
one's

psyche.;

Even though baseball is called our "Natioha1 (li;ame," even

though it may have healing powers, even though :i|t may be a
kind of hero's journey, and even though its ideology is part
of the big picture of American belie::s, it is, above all else,
human.

We see in baseball all that we wish we could be and at

the same time we see all that we sotretimes are, bot 1 good and

bad.

It is the nature of the game to promise perfec rion

usually

delivering

less

than

that.

As

fans .and

while

casual

observers come into contact with basieball and all its facets,

an identification process happens which calls into action all
that V Jung, Campbel1, May and Frye believe occurs within the

mind as it embraces myths and archet ypes.

Baseball is at once

a dream and a reality, combining the only two ways h umans
of conceiving.

have

At the point where dream and reality touch.

mythology is born.
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Chapter III

Baseballspeak and American

Culture:

The Metaphor and the Mytholod;y in the Language

Conversation

is

the

blood

of

baseball.

It

flows through the game, an invigoratibg
system.... This rich verba1 tradition--the
way the game has taken on th s ambiance of the
frontier campfire or the farmer's crackeii

to the dugout--ij.s

barrel stove and moved it in

what

marks

baseball

only

among

our

so

games,

distinctively,

butj; among

not

all

oi: r

endeavors.

Tom Boswell i n
How Life Imitates

As

far

back

as

1913,

the

the World Serieb

1 anguage

of

the

■

game

baseball, baseballspeak, has been a topic of discu ssion.

of
A

professor of English at the University of Chicagio thought

baseballspeak should be dropped from newspapers,

His fear

that it would influence the speech a nd writing of the readers
was

not

unfounded.

baseballspeak
metaphors

He

(Dickson,

abound

in

ultimately

DictionarY

American

speech

understandable that the professor

lost

his

xiii),
and

should

ba ttle

as!

writing
have

lost

with

baseball
It
his

is
war

against baseballspeak. The game's popularity was on the rise,
the first real sports pages were daily reading for many, and
the, game just seems to foster the growth of a distinctive
language.

In Funooes, Floaters and Fork Balls: I

Colorful

Baseball Dictionary. Patrick Ercolano agrees with Be swell

that

baseball is "by nature a talking geime, its gradual pace and

pastoral setting lending itself to conversation.

"Jords flow

in the dugout, around the batting cage, in the press box, in
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the radio and TV booths, and in thei stands!' (vi)

He

also

claims that the language connects its speakers and .writers to

the past.

He sa-ys, "The iMguage qf baseball contains many of

the elements that appeal to lovers of words--vibranc:y, humor.

and traditionV

Especially tradit;-on.

Our oldest riatiye^

sport, baseball connects us to our past.v

The game'jS lingo is f

part of that connection" (Ercolano •
Baseballspeak is indeed effecti 76 in bonding its speakers
and writers with each other and wit h

power of metaphor.

their past tt.rough the

Through metaphor baseballspeak is created,

Through metaphor it is learned and p assed on.

Metaphor, part

of the fabric of our lives, is, as Lakoff and Johnson say in

Metaphors We Live By. "pervasive in everyday 1ife, not just in
language

but

in

thought

and

acti Dn"

(3).

: The

power

metaphor is at work in our thoughts and actions 3nd

can

of
be

seen in the mythology and ideology o E baseball, but it also is
the binding element between the mythology, ideology and the
language of the game.

The community of baseballspeakers is

instrumental in the process of cr Bating the lane uage, and

disseminating it to a larger audience.
migration

of

baseball

terms

to

mythology and ideology are further

Perhaps t irough the

other

communi

ies,

the

sustained.

Understanding metaphor in baseballspeak is the key to
understanding not only the game of b aseball, but whe t it means
to our culture, where the metaphors come from, why

we

create

metaphors, how we learn language and why baseballspeak and the

baseball

discourse

community

are

important

in

and

to

mainstream American English. ; That our language generally is
filled with metaphors shouldn't be surprising

and

Symbols:

Forays

into

In Metaphors

Languacre, V Roland

Bart.el

says,

"Scholars are now saying that all w ords began as metaphors,
that our language:is a necropolis

Df dead met:aph|fcrs"

(17).

That some of our dead metaphors have come from base ballspeak

is natural given the importance of the game in our history and
given that our language is filled with dead (an1 living)
metaphors.

The American Baseball Discourse Gomtnunitjy
;

Inside

the

American

baseballspeak is born.

baseba11

discourse

community

It begins as metaphors to describe the

game or circumstances surrounding tt e game.

These ra

this language is created on many different levels within the
community, the two most obvious bei:ig the spoken cuid written
communities.
game

level

The spoken or speech community exists
Members

of

the

community

include

on

the

players.

coaches, trainers, owners and others who touch tha lives of

those in the inner sanctum, the inner circle of base ball.

The

written community exists on the level just beyond the game.
Members of this community would include all who write about
the game, players and reporters all ke.

And within these two

sub-groups or sub-communities, many levels exist ad cording to
the baseballspeakers' knowledge and prowess.
Coffin,

in

The

Old

Ball

Game:

Baseball

Fiction, writes of two levels of bas
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Tristram Potter
in

Folklore

and

expe rtise: the

level in which speakers know the impenetrable language of the
inner circles and the level in which speakers only understand

the metaphors which have already reached mainstream American
speech and culture (55).

What Coffin is talking abcit when he

refers to the two levels is surprisingly like the £ peech and
written communities of baseball's discourse commuriity.

(In

reality, there are varied degrees of these two level 3 in which

the spoken and written communities (bverlap and intertwine as
illustrated later in this chapter in TABLE II.)
Because
"discourse

of

the

rising

community,"

"Speech

popiularity

of

community,"

tl'le
and

terms,

"written

community," in various academic area 3, confusion reigns.

What

the sociolinguists mean by "written" or "speech" communities
is different from what scholars of

mean.

composition and rhetoric

John Swales's Suggestion, in Genre Analysi s, that a

definite separation of concepts is vital to avoid imbiguity.

He offers these main differences between a speech a ad

written

community: the speech community is concerned with time; the

written community or, as Swales soT|iietimes calls the written
community, the discourse community.
space (22).

is concerned wit h time and

Also, speech communi.ties'

written communities' needs are functional.

heeds ai e social;
He further

claims,

"A speech community typically intjierits its meitii:lership
birth, accident or adoption; a discjourse [written]
recruits

its

members

by

persuasioh,

qualification" (Swales 24).
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training

o:i:

by

community
relevant

Using

these

differences

to

define

the

two

terms

of

"speech" and "discourse" makes sense, but Swales seems to
misuse "speech"
modifier

of

and "discourse."

both

spoken

and

"Discourse"

written

discourse being the communication

of

either through speech or in writing.
should

then

be

one

in

which

a

valid

communicative

acts,

ideas

or

is

iriformation

A "discourse community"

b(3th

spoken

ahc

written

communication takes place; or, if only one or the oi::,her

takes

place, then the definition would still stand as a de;scription

that dialogue, conversation, uhderstanding, commun:i.cation
taking place among members.

For instance, there

baseball

in

discourse community

which

spoken

communication takes place between members.

is

exists a

an d

But sou\e

only belong via spoken communication (those who only

written
members

listen to

or watch ballgames) and some only by written comi'aunication

(not regular fans but those who occasionally glance at a
sports page or read an occasional sp orts article);

nembers of

both groups can and do communicate with each other.

"discourse community" is the umbre11a
other two terms belong.

(Please se e

underneath

The term

which

the

TABLE II toward the end

of this chapter for a breakdown of the American Baseball
Discourse community which includes

the

spoken dr d

v^ritten

communities.)

Despite Swales's use of written and discourse to mean the

same

thing,

his

idea

of

a

narrow

conceptualization

criteria to analyze communities which speak and writ e
of

communication is a valid

one.
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and

as modes

Using the crit:ieria and

conceptualization
American

Baseball

Swales

establish 5S,

Discourse

understanding of the group.

Commun ity

an

analysis

leads

to

of

a

the

greater

Of the six concepts and criteria,

the discourse community of American baseball mirrors all six
concepts and fulfills the six criteria.

1.

A discourse community has a broadly agreed upon

set

of

common public goals.

Baseball has a broadly agreed upon set

of

common

public goals--the fair and smooth conduct of the game,

the perpetuation of baseball and the means by which this
is accomplished (the rules of baseball are explicitly

laid out in the rulebook used by the Major Le igues).

2. A discourse community has mechan:|.sms of intercom):nunication
among its members.
Baseball has mechanisms of intercommunication among

its

members,

even

though

fans

and

players

may

only

participate in baseball in isolated areas of t he country
having no contact with other isolated fans and players.
communication would not be impossible because the same

circumstances surrounding one game of basebal.1

surround

any other, due to the rules and the practical diction
necessary to describe and pla^^ the game.
3.

A discourse community uses its participatory

mechanisms

primarily to provide information ard feedback.

Baseball's informational opportunities abouhd--more

is published about baseball ttian any other sport
United States (Boswell, Heart
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95).

in the

Basebal1 writing.

which is written primarily for people in and ciround the
baseball discourse community,

takes

the

form

of daily

journalism, fiction and nonfiction--essays, biographies.
etc.

4.

A discourse community utilizes a:nd hence possesses one or

more genres in the communicative fuibtherance

of its aims.

Baseball utilizes and hence possesses one or more

genres in the communicative

fnrtherance

of

its

aims-

genres being, as Swales quotes Martin, "how things get
accomplish them" (26).

done, when language is used t*

These genres in baseball, how things get done or how

things are communicated, consi-St
of media: television, radio,

ne

of three different kinds

wspaper/print.

Language

is the key element in transmiss on of knowledge in all of
these,

less

so

newspaper/print,

in

but

television

all

still

than
are

in

radio

vital

in

and
the

communication of game information to other members not in
the presence of the players daring play.

Non-members

also have access to these thrfee genres, but would not

necessarily understand the language used and consequently
move on to different channels, stations or pages,

5.

In addition to owning genres,

discourse comnunity

has

Baseball definitely has its own specific I.exis.

In

acquired some specific lexis.

How

to

Talk

Baseball.

Mike

Whiteford

vocabulary and syntax specific
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talks, about

the

to the baseball discourse

cominunity.

For instance, Whiteford offers a little of

the lingo and its origins in tljie following pai:agraph:
A slow roller dribbles just out of rea.ch of the

shortstop and second baseman seems tojhave eyes
on it.

A sharp line drive to right re^sembles a

frozen rope or clothes line.
the

wash

on

that

You could hang out

ne.

c

A

outfielders is a 'tweeher.

drivel

between

The bat i > a wooden

implement and is logically called a stick.
A
good hitter, therefore^, is a good s;ick.
An
outfielder picks up th€i ball and fires it to the
plate, and his arm is thereby designat;ed a gun.
The right fielder has ci good gun. A b itted ball
that travels directly upward, high bove home

plate, is, well, a liome run in an

elevator

shaft. (12)
Whiteford also documents several community members

who

are

particularly

adept

at

baseballspeak.

For

instance, Dennis Eckersley--fo:bnerly a starter (starting
pitcher) for the Boston Red Sox, currently t ae
A's ace closer (number one relief

usually

the

last

baseballspeak.

Eckersley's

inning

(Please

descriptions

pitcher, called in for

only)--is

see

TABLE

of

Oakland

I

a
for

game

master

of

examples

of

situations

and

translations.)

Much of Eckersley's languade is disseminated through
the reporters to the other members of the cow munity via

the three genre/media mentioned in number ,f our
Therefore,

players

baseballspeak.

aren't

the

only

one

Announcers, often ex-players,

1

above.

to

use

as well as

reporters, use baseballspeak in describing the action of
the

game

to

listeners

or

vj.ewers.

Bob

Prince,

ex

announcer for the Pittsburgh Pirates, in attempts to
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TABLE I

Baseballspeak

Tran slation (whiteford

(Eckersley)

Woodwiorth)

&

They wanted a punchout.

The f.ans wanted me tc■)

But I didn't want to get
caught up in it... if I

out t]lie

throw him the heater,
maybe he juices it out on

fastbiall that he cou.]..d

possi]bly hit out of t:.he park

me.

for a home run.

No way he was going to get
it. I just gave him a
little off-speed job on

No wa]7 was the batteir going

the outside.

He was

sitting on my fastball.

want

strike

batter, but ][( didn't
to
■
give the batt::er a

to ge': a fastball.

IIE knew

he woilid be expectinc: a .
fastb,all for an attericipted
third strike, so I tlirew him

a pitiih that was off the
speed of a fastball |)itch to
fool ]lim.

I had good cheese tonight.

I rea.Lly

had extraorclinary
speed in my pitching! or on
my pi tches tonight. 1C threw
hard- -as in hard cheesse.

Paint masters are usually
bridge masters.

Those last

two were real

nasties. . . I was trying to
punch him out. Can't
worry about a tater.

I want the Bogart because
that's where the iron is.

Contr d1 pitchers usujilly
yield the most home Jruns, as
in painting the edgei-j3 of the
strik e zone, theoret::Lcally

shape1 like a box; a

homer

lofti ag out over the
outfield fence might
look like a bridge.

just

Those last two pitchfiIS were
partiicularly wicked (ir
ef fee-tive breaking b<:ills. . .1
was t;rying to strike him
out.
Can't worry abelut the
possibility of a homi;2 run.

t to be the stalrting
pitchier on opening ckly of

I wan

all season becajise

baseb.

that

I've had la huge
incre.ase in my contreict

means

becauise the highest laid
pitchisrs start on opeining
day. (Whiteford 51-4)
1
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inspire the team, used to ask l:or Pirate home

runs with

phrases like "Let's have a bloop and a blast"

or "Let's

go downtown" (Whiteford 56).

A bloop is a soft hit

beyond the infield and a blast is a home run, .nd to "go

downtown" means to hit a ball out of the p irk
homerun, like a player could hit
"downtown."

inside

a ball all the

Some announcers consistently

fastballs

as

"chin

music"

for

a

way to

refer to high,

and "getting into a

batter's kitchen," or they talk of a pitcher fanning a

batter (striking him out) or batter whiffing (striking
out).

This is the language of the inner ci rcle, the

dugout, the training room.

On this level, language is

much like fashion: everything Did is new agaii:1.
says of the fickle nature of baseballspeak, tha.t
vocabulary of baseballspeak in

Coffin
the "in"

the inner circ es of the

game "comes and goes with amazing rapidity," b at
predicted

that

retired (56).

"tater"

would

After fourteen

die

when

then he

George

Scott

ears in the maj Drs, Scott

retired in 1979, and Dennis Eckersley and other players

are still using the word today
When words and phrases of iDaseballspeak move beyond

the player level, it is a metaphorical move in nature and
transference, like the word,"fanning" ot to "fan." That
a batter makes a circle with his bat, like a fai n, when he

strikes

out is easily linkecl with

pitcher "fanning" a batter.

the

con Dept

of

a

It's simple to see that this

kind of metaphor making is b egun in the literal then
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transformed

into

metaphor

the

by-

compariso:n

of

the

fanning (sweeping motion of the bat) to that of a fan.
6.

A discourse community has a threshold level of members

with a suitable degree of relevant: content and c iscoursal
expertise.
The

American

threshold level

di scourse

baseball

commun:i.ty

has

a

of members with a suitable degree of

relevant content and discoursal

expertise. The community

has an ever changing membership, stable at around one
thousand members, who enter as rookies (apprentices) and

through interaction with the ve^terans (journe;)^]aen) learn

ommunity. Everj;'- team has

to speak the language of the c

veterans and rookies that interact on a daily basis and

consistently

influence

other's

departure

of

community

as

retirees.

The retired players

to

use

members

each

new

does

n^tt

players

a re

baseballspeak

language.

leave

a

voi d

constantly

The

in

replacing

do not necessa rrily

(especially

if

the

they

cease

become

announcers or reporters) but t ley do cease to be members

of the inner circle of the players, coaches, managers and
such.

But

baseball,

as

they

members

spread

of

the

other

language

analogy, metaphor and repetition.
or

stamp

collectors,

they

communities

through

use

As lawyers

iiifluence

others

after

of

salesmen

by

their

speech, who in turn influence others and so on,
q
Demonstrating how baseball f ulfills the

si;:c

proves that a baseball discourse community ex;ists
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criteria

This, in

itself,

is

not

a

great

linguist ioreak-through

unusual; many communities could fuIfill

n or

Swales's

xs

It

criteria.

What makes the discourse community df baseball a m.<::ire worthy
subject

of

study

than

most

is

that

the

discpi.irse,

the

language, is part of the tradition of baseball, a part of
American culture and language.

The language of bs seball

is

linked to both the ideology and the mythology of the game
through metaphor, and again, through metaphor, the 1 anguage is
linked to culture.
ideology.

Metaphor makes

he myth and supports the

Metaphor is also the key to learning lai:iguage and

contributes to the semantic range of the language ;.

Other

communities may not have as large a population base,

nor would

they

speaking,

have

the

advanced

vocabulary

or

ways

of

creating language and knowing how to use it that: baseball

does. The language begins in the inPer levels, but

oecause of

the immense appeal of the game the language and metaphors.
eventually transfer from one sphere to another unti1

what was

baseballspeak exclusively becomes a metaphor for something

else in another community. And because the baseball

discourse

community members interact with countless

community

members, it's often hard to distinguish

other

who first shared whicih

language with whom.

Communication In and Out

pf the Communit]i-

The levels of the American baseball discourse

community

are much like the levels of any disc:ourse community anywhere,
much like a spiral with the smallest, most elite grb'up forming
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the

core.

At

the

exclusive texts.

innermost

levels,

knowledge

interaction

acquired

with

speak in

members

At the outer, mo ce populated levels, the

members speak a modified version of
on

the

the

through

the exclusive t ixt, based

1 imited

first-level,

core

associa tion

As tiid

members.

community members, both exclusive and otherwise, interact
members

of

other

communities,

influenced and changed.

ov^rall

and

with

language usage is

This sort of evolution also parallels

the evolution of language in geneial in our cou;ntry.

American English has become a melting

pot composed o f parts of

other languages, so has baseballspe ak influenced ci nd

part of American English. ,

(Pleasfs

details on this interaction and the

As

see

TABLE

become

for

II

more

elationship of imembers in

the baseball discourse community.)

While looking at TABLE II, imagjL.ne
community as a tiny, tight spiral wit;h

the first le yel of the

elite core members.

As

the community membership grows outwa rd and upward, 1:•he spiral
gets larger and taller until it tov.ches
levels of the

the outer

spirals of other co'immunities.

and upper

Members

who

inhabit the innermost levels of the spiral may move up the

spiral and back down to their original

level at will.

Members

may not move below their original level unless they become
initiated to that subsequent lower

level.

Because

of

the

movement of language from inner/low level to outer/high level
and back again, both members on the inside and outside of the

baseball community may touch any 1^vel within the community
and any level within other communities.
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At these points of

TABLE II

Levels of the American
Baseball Discourse

American Baseball

Community

Discourse Community

Members of the

1st Level of Speech Comniuiiity

This group includess all
the se who are involved in

Includes spoken communication

the

and non-verbal communication

such as the signs used
between playeirs and coaches,
catchers and pitchers, and
between umpires.

game
pla;yers,
coa ches,
ump ires,
bat

on a dailjy basis:
managers,

trainers, owners,

groundskeepers,

persons, etc.

2nd Level of Speech Community

Thais group includes the

Includes only oral

anriouncers for radio
broadcast as well as for

communication.

television.

1st Level of Written

The: baseball writers that

Community

ma]<:
ce up this group
bridge between the

Includes oral communication

two

with members of the speech
community which is translated

le'vel of the written

into writing.

community.

3rd Level of Speech Community

This group include

are the
first
levels of the speech

cotilimunity and the first

and 2nd Level of Written

de"\'"Oted baseball fans who

Community

bec:ome directly involved

wit:h the 2nd leveli of the

spejech community tjy

Includes both oral and
written communication as

listening to broadcasts- of
baseball games, arid with

listeners/readers and as
participants. (As levels
increase, the members'
resemblance to real speech

the 1st level of the

wri.tten community, by
direct involvement as an

and written discourse

audience for the writers.

communities is only academic

As well, many fans write

as those members do not

accounts of baseball,

participate according to the

ca!Lled fan writing.

criteria established above.

But for purposes of overall
community interaction
explained later, I continue
to name peripheral members as
part of the overall community
to avoid confusion.)
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Levels of the American
Baseball Discourse

Members of the
American Baseball
Discourse Cominunity

Community
4th Level of Speech Community

The members on thi

and 3rd Level Of Written

participate in the
baseballspeak discourse
cotrmunity only
occasionally by listening
to or watching a b all game
or once in a while reading
the! sports pages.

Community
Includes oral and written

communication for occasional,

part-time participants in the
community rather than full-

level

time members.

5th Level of Speech Community
and 4th Level of Written

Thd.s group includes the
ge:neral population who are

Community

aw.
cire

of baseball but

^er consciously
pa:i:ticipate in the game by
ne\'

Includes oral and written
communication of an
accidental nature.

listening

to, watching or
ctding about the game,
Thdir knowledge and
pai:
rticipation is 1imited
to what members may
re

Participation in the lower,

elite levels of the community
is neither sought nor usually

in^.dvertently share
im or what knowl^

understood.

with

th^'

they may occasionally
Stilimble across.

intersection,

language

exchange

can

take

place

Thus,

accountants, who interact with members in the outer regions of

the baseball discourse community or belong there themselves.

may occasionally use a baseball expression learr ed

from

a

member at the inner level of basebc.ll to convey meaning when

speaking to other accountants.

Foi" instance, one

accountant

might refer to another, "star" ac countant as tin2 "Cleanup

hitter" for their firm, meaning
important

times

to

assist

the

with

one

who

critical

comes

work.

baseballspeak, the cleanup hitter is the batter (the
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in

at
In

fourth

one up to bat) who hits, often enoubta to allow the

greatest

number of other batters, turned base runners, to ma ce it home

to SGOre. : Typically, the strongest fitter or most;

batter on a team is the cleanup hittter.

uccessful

Other acc:ountants,

besides the original accountant speaker, who had

.nteracted

with members of the various levels i3f the baseball discourse

community or were members themselves (e.g., the acco antant
is

a

baseball fan)

phrase

And

would

chances

are

understa.nd
that

even

the

usage

accountants

i:)f

who

such

a

wi th little

knowledge of baseball might recogni2;e "cleanup hitter" in the
given context.

Conversely, a member at the InnerTriost

level of

baseball, the level of the players. will occasiona Lly borrow
and use a word or words from an outer level member

home run in an "elevator shaft" to

such as a

describe a higl1 fly ball

which travels straight up and back down again in a confined
area, like an elevator shaft.

The spiral image, then, is i complicated one
speakers or writers who belong to many communities

within

countless

discourse

spiraIs

in which

circulate

changing ! s;Dirals

communities as quickly as changing their

minds.

But

or

the image

of the interacting levels and intersecting spirals works to
demonstrate the confusion and overlapping nature of

communities, both spoken and written.

One person

to

can

many

groups,

and

often

diet;.on

discourse

can

intermingle

for

startling results and interesting linguistic twists

Language

is, after all, the product of people, and therefore

it can be
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assumed that language is often irrapional, unpredictable but
always delightful.

The Silent Baseballspeak
At the core of baseball communication on the field are
.10

signals or signs, the Silent baseballspeak
communicate

over

space

and

through

the

order

In.

noise

of

to

crowds,

managers must give signals to players to indicate what they
are to do next.

Catchers and pitcliers use signs,

the first and third base coaches use

As well,

signals to communicate to

the batters, the runners or their bench.

Even the umpires

have their own set of signals or ^igns to communicate when
circumstances prevent conversation.
Many

of

the

signs

are

simple

but

become

combinations as one team tries to prevent the
stealing their signs and learning
planned.

what

course

of

elaborate
)ther

from

action is

Often to prevent stealincr of signs by tlo.e opposing

team, a manager will have several people giving signs, only
one of whom will be "hot," or the one to whom ::he player

should pay attention.

They may also prearrange with players

which signal will be "hot" (Lough ran, October l!i?91).

For

instance, the hit and run sign may be indicated by adjusting

an article of clothing, but only if it's the third sign in a
sequence of many signs and only if

the man to the J eft of the

manager is adjusting his clothing,

A team may als ) regularly

change signs to keep ahead of sigr

thieves.

Gate hers, too,

may alternate the sequence of their signs, or alte;r them, if
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there is a runner on second base who can easily-

see

every

signal as well as the pitcher.
The silent language of the game acts as an agent of

separation between the players and the fans.
signs are arbitrarily assigned a

Mp St of the

movemsijht.

instance, there is no natural sign; for the hit and

For

run

Signs are concocted based on what is the easiest thing to
remember,

not

inherently

because

indicate

a

there

hit

are

and

physical

ru.n.

If

movem'e
i nts

signs

that

were

not

arbitrary, then they would be understood by any observer and

secrecy would be lost. .Besides this, most observers of the
game are not educated in the interp retation of signals or in
sign stealing, and are left out of this communicat
:
ive
But some signs have bridged the gap between the field and the
stands.

Like the spoken 1anguage of the game, some of t ais

silent

baseballspeak has moved into the reaim of the everyday.

signs that have made the leap from the field to th 3

fans are

usually the ones which have a natural movement in:rinsic

the meaning of the sign, such as the "out" sign or
sign,

and

do

not

have

an

physical movement assigned.

arbitrary

is

situation" (Coffin 67).

no

the

is used to

The signal is

also used

"not only to indicate that a tennis shot is good, but
there

to

The safe signal of the umpires-

indicate a player is safe at a base

that

to

the "safe"

relationsh p

palms down, hands put together then spread apart

indicate

The

real

problem

in

a

also to

particular

The clenc aed fist and outstretched

thunib of an umpire passed over the shoulder or waved in the
air indicates a player is out on a play or out of the game

altogether".

This signal is also

understood

outside

of

baseball and can be lised to demonsttate what is waiited, that

someone should leave or get "out", or what has happg;ned, that

someone has just left or gotten "ou t."

But thesa few signs

that have moved beyond the field are relatively mino3" compared

to the silent language regularly re"/ised and "spoken" by the
players, managers and coaches.

The Social Nature of Baseballspeak
In the baseball discourse community, specific
language

between

originally functioned

players.

If

agreed

to

assist

upon

word

correctly, then the game went smoothly.

communicate, things went wrong.

in

baseball

communication

usage

functioned

When player 3

couldn't

Eventually oral agreement

became the written rules for the Major Leagues.

And

while the

written rules were by no means stagr.ant, most often the way a
player learned to play baseball and Speak the language was

(and is) by oral initiation and imitation of older inembers
the community of baseball.

of

The way anyone learns language is

by this same method which•combines metaphor and imitation.

Bartel states that all people are

born with the aibility to

learn language, but what's: so mirac:ulous about th -S is that

children, like rookie ballplayers,

are "then able :o perfect

whatever language he or she hears. even though that language

is likely to be fragmentary and ei'ratic, since parents [or
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veterans] do little in the way of formal instruction" (75)
Neither do veterans provide rookies with lists of vocabulary
words that are in vogue.

The current usage is something the

rookies learn by listening and adopting and, in sc me
adapting to create a new metaphor.
baseball journalist, Hugh Fullerton

cases,

Even as early as 1912,
wrote:

a Standing-Revision Board
to keep the dictionary of the game up to c ate. The

Baseball needs a Webster and

sport is building its own language so steadily that..
interpreters will have to be maintained in every grand
Stand to translate for the benefit of those ^ho merely

love the game and do not car^ to master it thoroughly.
(Dickson Dictionary xiii)
Vocabulary, as in any group, 6;volves

in basefc all for a

purpose, and words are assigned meaning metaphorie ally.
this metaphorization takes place, t le
way

to

use

the

language

they

As

members also learn the

acquire.

In

his

article

"Rhetoric's 'Audience' and Linguistiics' 'Speech Gcimmunity':
Implications for Understanding Wri ting, Reading cund Text,"

Martin Nystrand says, "We go about both knowing t.hings and
making

things.
they

them

known

by

relating

them

to

Other,

comparable

In other words, relationships are significant only if

are

made--indeed

CAN

be

mad.e--in

the

context

of

a

particular system or framework" (1 ) such as the structured
framework of a baseball game.

It also helps that b aseball

played every day from early spring through early f.;all

is

This

repetition of imagery and communicat:ion enhances the learning

process and the ability of the participants to inten

alize the

n

entire operation of language, baseb all and communication.
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Aside from the innermost circle of baseball, that of the

players and coaches, baseball writer s and announcers may well
be the most pervasive users and creators of colorful baseball

metaphors simply because they must describe the same kind of
action

over

and

over

and

creative and inventive.

Seymour

mentions

thereto re,

In Baseball:

the

must

be

continually

The Early Years. Harold

importance

of

metaphor

in

the

journalists' work who Covered baseball in its youtl1:

The

tendency

of

American

Speech

toward

colorful

metaphor is well reflected in the baseball i writing of
the

day.

Teams

that fai],ed

to

score

a

run

were

"whitewashed," "calcimined,' "skunked," "shut out," or

"Chicagoed."
Balls were not caught; "flles" were
"hauled in," or "throws" "pulled down."
Batters
"wielded the ash," "slapped out a dandy s Lngle,"...
(35G).

Seymour finds that the expressive IcLnguage of journalists was
not only entertaining but important socially as it bound
together communities who had baseba11 in common:

The argot of basebll supplied a common means of
communication and strengthened the bond whic::h the game
helped to establish among th ose sorely in ne ed of it-
the mass of urban dwellers and immigrants living in
the
anonymity
and
imper sonal
vortex
of
large
industrial cities.
With the loss of t raditional
ties known in a rural socie ty> baseball gave to many
the feeling of belonging. (351)

And Nystrand agrees with Seymour that speaking baseball draws
together divisive groups through knowledgeable u se

language.

of

the

As he says, within distpourse communities, we go

about knowing not only what to say but have developed "ways
of-speaking" (15) which implies knowing what to say, to whom
and when.
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The journalists had a difficult job in the beginning of
baseball reporting

Daily, they had to delight the

r readers

over a long baseball season with a relatively smal." iexislof

baseball language at their disposajl.

Even tbday .

writing

be a challenge to the best p:lf

writers.

Coffin sympathizes with the reporters, then and hpw

"Facing

daily on baseball^^

the tedious task of describing the s ame events day after day,
the

newsmen

and

announcers

frequently

rely

on

colorful

language to make the routine dramatic" (62).
:

Occasionally,

journalists

even

became

vitriolic

when

describing the play in a game, players, managers'or owners
The

readers

loved

this

kind

of

v\ ord

followed their favorite reporters.

play

and

The colorful language of

baseball writers not only helped to sell newspapers, but also
help to spread the popularity of oaseball.

Seymour says,

"Even those who could not witness th9 games were able

to enjoy

them vicariously. People could leara the language 6f

baseball

and follow its development through the sports page" (351)
The same is true of the writers and announcers of today.

The

vocabulary has changed somewhat as some metaphors have fallen
out of favor and others have taken t

tieir place or otlhers still

have migrated into mainstream speeich, but the journalists.
with much help from the players, still create interesting new

ways of speaking baseball through creation of metaphors.: And
their language still provides a tionding mechanism between
players

and

fans

or

anyone

who
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knows

a

litt]e

bit

of

Beyond Baseball ppeak
Much of the influence baseballs peak

speech and writing is metaphorical.
language,

phrases

and

words

other group members use

from

situations in their daily or busin

has on other groups'

baseball

to

describe

ess lives. Thsj phrases,

"home run" and "struck out," have b en incorporated into our

daily

language

respectively.

as

metaphors

foi:

success

and

failure.

This sort of influenc:e is seen in all areas of

society and is not the exclusive property of thos e
prone

to slang.

who

are

It's not just that the language of the

baseball discourse community is learned metaphorically, but
the words and phrases become metaphors in other communities.
Just as Nystrand has said, we go about knowing things
of other things (17).

in terms

This is precisely the relationship of

baseballspeak to American English

Some baseballs Deak terms

and phrases are defined in APPENDIX I, a partial glossary,
Most

of

the

terms

listed

in

the

appendix

are

used

metaphorically outside the baseball discourse commurlity. Even

though some of the metaphors are dea.d--cliches--they continue
to be effective confirmation of basebal1's influence because

they have transmogrified from literal meaning to metaphorical
or from metaphorical meaning back to

literal.

"Char ley

Horse"

and "hit and run" are prime examples of how basebal1 language
may begin as metaphor and then becc me

a literal de:scription,

and how it may move from the literal to the metaphorical, and

how each way of evolving influenc es mainstream speech and
writing.
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There

are

several

stories

the origin of "Charley

of

Horse" to describe a particular kihd of leg cramp, but all
agree that the term came from base ball.
that the term came from baseball
track and bet on a horse

named

One story asserts

plkyers who had gone to the
Charlie

who pullec. up lame,

The players then referred to any player with leg cramps as
"our old Charlie horse" which eventually was shortened to just
"Charlie

Horse" to describe the

musole

story attributes the term to the

son

condition,
of

a

Another

black smith

who

noticed that players limping becaus 2 of muscle cramps looked
like an old horse named Charlie employed at his fat ler's shop
(Dickson, Dictionary 91).

The term has become so synonymous

with the condition that the Journal of the Medical A '.sociation

officially changed the title of the injury from ' Injury to

Quadriceps Famoris" to "Charley Hoi"se"

in 1946.

C!offin, in

The Old Ball Game, is convinced that, "'most people; would have

trouble describing the ailment if th 5 phrase were taken [away]
from them'" (59).

This term began in the metaphorical and is

now literally what it describes.
"Hit and

run" is a baseball

5>lay and, unlike "Charley

Horse," originated within the game itself.

This offensive

play, usually requested by the ma,iliager, , is one in

which

a

runner(s) on first and/or second base

starts to run as soon as

the pitcher releases the ball wit 1

the

intention

that

the

batter will hit the ball so that the runner(s) wi;LI be safe

upon arrival at the new base. Ther^ is no dispute concerning
this origin.

The hit and run play w,as invented by John
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McGraw

and

Wee

Willie

Keeler of

the mid-1890's

Baltimore

Orioles.

The play was meant to upset the opposing team's rhythm by

striking quickly.

The term began to be used to describe any

number of non-baseball events which

happened quickl]
{ and then

were over, such as a hit ahd^^ ^^^^i^

accident, h

t and run

love or hit and run politics or picksting (Dickson, Dictionary
202).

This term began literally within baseball cind emerged

as a metaphor in the communities ou tside of baseba; 1, unlike
"Charley Horse" which originated outside baseball,■
metaphor within baseball, then retu rned

became

to mainstream

a

speech

as a 1iteral definition.

The Other Side of Baseballspeak
Although baseballspeak is the source of many metaphors in
American English, the reverse is a Iso

true.

Bas

borrows regularly from mainstream A merican English

interesting metaphors to describe tlie game.
a throughway by which language may
to another and back again.

to create

Metapt.or

travel from one

acts as

community

For instance, a "line dx ive may be

referred to as an aspirin, a BB, a bolt, a clothesline, a
frozen rope, a pea, a rocket and a seed" (Dickson, Dictionary

XV).

All

these

terms

are

part

of

the

mainstream

but

baseballspeak has borrowed them and turned them into
to

describe

a

line

drive.

A

line

drive

is

a

relatively straight shot reminiscent of a frozen

hard

rope

and

or a

clothesline or as hard as a pea (\mcooked, of course) or a
seed.

There is also an entire array of anatomical metaphors
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a pitcher's arm is a gun (and frecjuently a pitch er
great gun can throw smoke or heaters--fastballs),

with

eyes

a

are

lamps, a neck or throat is a pipe (sometimes arms are pipes,
too), hands are hooks, legs are wheels

and

feet

re

tires.

Like the metaphors for "line drive," such metaphors describing
a player's anatomy make some physical sense
The metaphors in baseballspeak which use terms borrowed

from mainstream American English that make the least

sense are

those that begin with food and end with baseball

Does

a

potato ever look like a home run or vice versa?

When

anything in baseball look like a can of corn, leas

. of all a

high fly ball, an easy out?

does

How is it that good prospects for

the major leagues look like bananas

but bad bats are banana

But this doesn't mean all the food metapho: s are odd

stalks?

or that they aren't plentiful.

A s Dickson states in the

introduction to his dictionary:
So many allusions are mac.e to food and diningincluding pitches that, seem to fall off the table
that a fairly well-balanced diet suggests itself in
terms like can of corn, cu p of coffee, fi sh cakes.

banana stalk, mustard, preizel, rhubarb, green pea,
juice, meat hand, grapefruit league and tatkr. Among

the many terms for the ball itself a:lre apple,
cantaloupe, egg, pea, potato and tomato. (:ivi).
All

this

attention

to

food

has

farming imagery in baseball.

to

do

with

the

pastoral.

The minor leagues are the farm

system, and players are harvested, just like food

There's a

bullpen near the outfield just like there might have been a

bullpen near the cow pasture.

And the leisurely pace of the

game encourages hunger and thoughts of nourishment.
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Ercolano

says of all the food metaphors in baseball, "No wonder people
are always eating at the ballpark" (vi).

The Language, the Metaphpr and the MythBecause of the long standing tiradition of baseball and

its inherent mythology and populat ideology, ba
always had a substantial impact on P.merican English

eball

has

Much of

the language of the game and its sla.ng has become einbedded
our daily communicative

acts,

So

much

of

the

in

language.

learned by apprenticeship, remains within the sphere of the

playing field, and undergoes contiii-ual

revision,

The inner

circles regularly invent new metaphors and initiate privileged
others into their language as they go along.

way

of

all

illustrate

metaphor.
the

Bartel

flexibility

states,

and

growth

But t his is the

"Popular
of

langx;age.

metaphors are eroded by their own popularity, they
to our stock of literal words and

metaphors" (17).

metaphors
As

are added

are then replaced by new

This constant r^hashing of baseballspeak

keeps the inner circle of language somewhat freslrii, but the
community language only stays fresh until it is shared with

others who then incorporate it into their speech and repeat
the metaphors until they die and

ecome cliches.;

The

fact

that many words and phrases have entered American speech and
made

themselves

baseballspeak's

English.

a home

in

strength

standarp

and

the

English is evidence of

flexibility

of

American

Coffin believes our language is probably better off

for having been influenced by baseballspeak;
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No other sport and few other occupatlLons; have
so many
so many words
introduced so many phrases
twists into our language asi has baseball. j The true
test comes in the fact that old ladies who ]aave

never

been to the ballpark, coquettes who don't know or care
who's on first, men who thir.k athletics be in and end
with a pair of goalposts, s till know and u^ e a great
Perilaps other
deal of baseball-driven teilTnihology.
sports, in theip efforts to replace basebcijLI as "our
national pastime," have two strikes on tl; em before
they come to bat. (74)

Coffin is probably right to portr,ay baseballspea k

in

such

glowing terms; as Ercolano said, the game's 1ingo Ls part of
what it is about baseball that connects us to our palSt.

It is

also part of what connects us to thq message of the mythology
of baseball and part pf what keeps the ideology al Lve.
Beyond intimate consideration of language but

connected

to it, the metaphor is the ! key el sment in mythoi ogy.

connection between the language c|f

the

American

The

baseball

discourse community and other commiixlinities is the inetaphor-

mythology (and ideology) is the hook, metaphor is th e

line and

language is the sinker, all three ;^art of one proi;:ess.

metaphor, on all levels within b^seball, functijians
intellectual

community

and

and

emotional

other

liaiscl)n

communities,

between

and

it

thej

and

as

functl ons

between

the;

an

baseball

connection between the language and the myth, between

and new members of the community,

The

as

a

the old

game and

those who don't know or care about 1 laseball but who; still use

"baseball-driven terminology" (Coffin 75).

If the game were

not a national pastime, if the hero' 3 journey and otiher mythic
images were not intrinsic to the gam 3,
enormously

over

the

years,

the
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if baseball hi,ad

1 anguage

might

lot

changed
be

so

influential because the

community of

might not be so widespread.

speakers ariid wrifcers

And those on the peripliiiery of the

baseballspeak community might not iDe so eager tb speak the

language

of

their baseball

Without

heroes

the

myth to

support the language of the game, as well as supporting the
game itself and keeping the ideology alive, bas
might

not

be

worthy

of

exploration.

academic

In

baseballspeak might not be such a dynamic force i 1

fact,

American

English.
Through metaphors, baseballspeak is made knc wn
levels

of

society.

Acquiring

skill

in

using

to

it

all

is

a

metaphoricaT process just like learning any lane uage. , To

illustrate this theory, to prove t hat baseballspeak changed
the

face

of

communities
metaphors

American

have

for

English,

specialized

other

to

show

lar.guages

activities

in

other

that

that

discourse

can

communities,

alphabetical (and partial) list of definitions o:
terms

and

phrases

is

compiled

in

APPENDIX

Glossary of Baseball Words and Phrases.
listed first and underlined and is

become

I,

A

The word o;

an

baseball

Partial
is

e baseball

origin or definition; the use in ot:her discourse icommunities
comes after with examples if necessary.
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APPENDIX I

A Partial Glossary of
Baseball Words and Phrases
:A^

Alibi Ike is referred to as a player who has an excuse for
every fault and mistake. It was firSt used after Ring Lardner
published a short stpry by that t Ltle with a piclyer whose
nickname was Alibi Ike.

It has now

come to mean aily

has excuses for everything that goes

one who

wrong.

At bat is to be at home base for a turn at
ball.
It is also used to mean someone expecting

:;o hit the

t D be or in
the limelight as in someone who fincilly got that big break in
show business has
otten his
up to bat or
chance at bat.
B

BalIpark fiaure is a rough estimate. It has an odd connection
to baseball considering that most
igures in baseball are
precise. Dickson cites lexicographe r Stuart Flexnei; as quoted
by William Safire in the book I Sta.
.nd Corrected: "'Our Random
House dictionary citation files show the term first started
out as in the ballpark (1962), as w hen talking about figures
estimates, etc...v Then, in 1968, we first recordsd ballpark
figure from The Seattle Times'" (25
Base is the white pillow-like object positioned

around

the

infield that the runners must touch en route to horii e to score
the run.
In other community usace it has been used in a

variety of ways: to "touch base" is to make conta ct

of some

kind; to "touch all the bases" or to "cover all the bases" is

to be thorough; to be "off base" is to be wrong.
when the batter itiay advance to first base
without hitting the ball because tl.
;Le pitcher has thrown four
pitches outside the strike zone the t the batter hasn't swung
Base on balls is

at.

It

also

means

that

someone

who waits for |a base on

balls" forgoes any action in the hope that something will
happen or it can mean to assume a passive posture in an
o make a false move.
A
attempt to force one's opponent
headline in the San Francisco News, February 22, 1950 reads
"U.S. Should Stop Waiting for Bases on Balls" referring to our
diplomatic relations with Bulgaria

(Dickson 39). |j

Bat, in baseball, means the wooden implement used, jby players
to hit the ball, or it can mean to take a turn at bat, to

describe one's ability to hit, or a player seen in his role as
a hitter. But these several definit ions pale in comparison to
the way American English has borrowsd the word and expanded on
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its use: "right off the bat" is frorm the start, imi
"to go to bat for" is to stick up tor someone else; "to not
get the bat off one's shoulder" is to not be given a chance;
"to bat two for three or three for four, etc." is to be only
somewhat successful as in this newsp<aper headline Mayor Bats
Two for Three in Washington Circuit' (Dickson 41)

Bat 1000 or bat one thousand means to amass a hit for every at
bat--a statistical impossibility aft<er a few at bats
Batting
an
one thousand has therefore come to mec

a flawless performance

or the achievement of perfection.
Batting

average

effectiveness

is

at

the

the

statistica

plate

measure

of

(offen sively).

a

player's

But

in other
communities it is a measurement of success or failure in
gradations.
For instance, consider the followd.ng
between an unemployed man and his friend: v

Friend: How goes the job hunt?
Unemployed Man: I'm ba tting zero.
The unemployed man has found no su ccess in the job market.
Franklin D. Roosevelt even used baseball metapho;cs in his
speeches to whip Americans into a patriotic frenzy
In his
second Fireside Chat, Roosevelt said "I have no expe station of

a hit every time I come to bat.
What I seek is the
possible batting average, no i only from myse:If but for
the team"'(Colunga 25; The Public Papers and Add resses of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt 2:165). . .

Beanball is a pitch deliberately th
to inflict damage or intimidate.

•own at the batter's

It is used sometimes to
indicate a verbal assault in other communities
A phrase such

as "George Bush Throws a Beanball at Bi11 Clinton's Economic
Policy" would be an accurate use of beanball
Bush, busher and bush league all refer to

below

the

majors, especially the lesser minor leagues--out where the
bushes grow. It also means having to do with a grouip or class
Of things that is at best mediocre. Dut more likely inferior.

Can of corn is a phrase used to describe a fly bali!1 that is
caught easily. There are several baseball scholars who have
pondered the origin of this phrase, all have this in common-
it means an easy fly out. In other communities it therefore
makes

sense

that

can

of

corn

has

come

to

mean

any

easy

accomplishment. There was even a coilrt case nicknamed "Can of
Corn Decision" because a thrown baseball was at the heart of

the case (Dickson 84).
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Charley Horse is the name for a mus::ular cramp,
in the legs.
Like can of corn, Charley Horse has many
theories of origin. Nevertheless, all theories point to its
birth in baseball. It is now the stc ndard phrase for muscular
cramps in the legs demonstrating wl at an influence. basebaXi
has had on American English at all social levels (pickson 91

Cleanup hitter is the fourth position in the batt: ng order.
that all three previous batters get on base the
cleanup hitter will "clean" up and bat all three home to score
runs.

It also means the most talented or skillful person in

a group or a political candidate who can mak'e
policy or impose reforms (Dickson 100).

q hanges

in

Curve ball is a pitch that instead of traveling in c straight
path to the plate appears to curve i n or out from he me
It has come to mean a surprise, a tough situation ti at wasn't
expected.
D

Doubleheader is two games played back to back oh the same day.
It also means any two consecutive e'vents .■
Double play is the execution of two outs on the same
also means any two things accomplished at once or yei

First base is the first of all the bases the

runners

It

must pass

and tag on their way to scoring a run at home, t le fourth
base.
It is also used as a way to describe failure in an
initial attempt at some endeavor, like "I never evhn got to
first base on that deal." Also, it is the first step' (usually
kissing) in a sexual metaphor where each succeeding base is
another step in the advance towar d home base, or sexual
intercourse.

Grand slam is a term used to describe a home run hit with the

bases loaded. It also means any extr irdinary event or thing,
For instance, Denny's restaurant chain advertises a "Grand
Slam" breakfast special, professiona1 tennis
! do well
when they are able to win one of the ' Grand Slam" toiarnaments.
There is also a "Grand Slam" of golf that apparently predates
the baseball use but was much less popular and tiieref]ore/ less
influential.

Grand

slam

is

accomplishment.
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also

a

metaphor

fcr

sexual

Grandstand is the location where the main seating i^ in a ball
park, usually right in back of the reserved seats around the
infield.
In other communities it iS used as a verb--to show
off.

Grandstand

play

is,

based

on

t[le

above

definition

of

grandstand, a play in baseball in which a simplb play is
embellished to look daring, usuallly right in froht of the
grandstand seats. In other communities, especially the legal
community, a grandstand play is an unexpected and dramatic
courtroom move.
It also means an at tempt for the sensational
that is really ineffective.
Ground rules are the rules specific to each ballpalrk. Each
home team establishes these rules and then shares ithem with
the visiting team. In other groups it means any set of rules
established

phrase

in

in

advance

his

novel.

of

an

Sum

Tom Clancy Ipses this

event

of

All

Fears.

to

dsSscribe

a

negotiation between two characters (^8); they decide!]to set up
the ground rules before they begin.
H

Hit and run play is a strategic move called by the manager for

implementation by the batter and runner designed tlijo advance
the

runner

to

the

next

base,

The

batter

must! hit

the

designated pitch because the runner on base begins ito run as
soon as the ball is pitched. This ph rase began to be used, as
early as 1929, to describe auto accidents where the driver of
the car leaves the scene of the accident,

It's alsio used to

describe things that happen quickly or suddenly like?

"hit and

run" love.

Homerun is a ball hit out of the park or far enough iaway from

home base that the batter may touch cill the bases ank advance
to home for a score, without the possibility of beikg tagged
out.

It is also used to describe any resounding successes.

Gene Siskel used this phrase tovdescribe Kathie Lee feifford's
successful repartee on "Good Mornih
Dan Rather
also used a phrase related to homerun to describe Jesse
Jackson's successful speech at the Democratic National
Convention. During a commercial brea k update, Ratheic alluded
to a later broadcast in which viewers

Jackson's speech.

out of the park."

could see parts] of

Jesse

Rather said, "He [Jackson] really hit one

As well, homerun

is used to indl-cate the

highest level of sexual achievement bn a scale of f:;i.rst

base

to home base, home base being, relatively speaking. best.

Innings are how the game is divided po that each team evenly
plays offense and defense. Each teath has a chance t!i.o bat at
least three times and get the other team out at legist three
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If one team is ahead at the end of nine innings, the
game is over. Related to this is extra innings whiiph are the
result of a tie game which must
than the normal
nine innings to break the tie. It also means any event that
runs over the original projected e
time. II)c}n R^^
during a • news break, describing the Democratic National
times

Convention, said, "Be sure to

tuned, it looks like the

convention is going into extra innincrs tonight." Also
to innings is late innings which means the 7th,

innings in any game or it has also Ipecome a

related
or 9th
for the

latter portion of any event.

Jinx was first used in baseball to indicate a streak of bad

luck. Because of the word's extremely strong relationship to
baseball it was credited in scholarly circles {1ike the
editors of the Oxford English Dictionary) as baseba'll
not general slang.
It is now used to mean bad luqt
act or thing that is the harbinger of bad luck.

or some

Long ball hitter is a player who usitally hits home runs. It
also used to indicate stamina or dramatic performance.
Rocky Marciano, the boxer, was said to be a long ball hitter
because of his extraordinary ability and appeal (Diewjson 249).
is

Lou Gehrig's disease is the popular name for amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS).

It is the disease which k'illed/ Lou

Gehrig, Hall of Fame player with th^ New York Yankees
popular name has so stuck to the disease, many woulsi

pressed to acknowledge a name for it

The

be hard

other than Lou

s

disease.
M

Major league indicates
competition in baseball
combination

of

the

the
and

National

highest level
refers to the
and

of
narti«

or

of

Major

American

also works as a metaphor for

the

which

s of the
degree: major league backach^, major league homework
assignment. In this vein, minor
ue denotes the level of
professional play just below the major
but has also
come to mean mediocrity as in, "He
thinks JHe's hot.

Believe me, he's strictly minor league
N

New ballgame. as in "all new ballgame
is used to describe a
in which the action turns airound very quickly. The
term also

works

to underscore the fact that each

a

baseball game is piayed; piay does not continue seriaj
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II ;

new

, each

game is brand new.
It also can d escribe any situation in
which changes take place to tip the scales o£ ppwer.
For
instance, an attorney may say to his client aft:er a new
witness has been introduced that may enhance their case, "This
changes everything.
We've
ourselves
a
brand
new

Not

much

on

the

ball

refers

to

pitcher

effective; he doesn't have much on the ball.

who

Lsn't

too

It a. so can be

said of a person who is intellectually challenged
0

On deck indicates the position of the next batter up.
He
waits outside the field of play between the batter and the
dugout. , On deck also refers to anyone whose turn i s next in
order. A doctor might call out to his nurse, "Who
's up and
who's on deck?" meaning who does he see right now and who does
he see next
Despite the nautics.l connotations normally
associated with "deck," the phrase "on deck" orig Lnated in
basebal1 (Dickson 283).

On the ball describes a pitcher whc
the batter.
The pitcher
on the ball which means he

good job at

IS

can

also

a

little

put an extra twist on

the pitch or apply a foreign substance that alters tle path of
the pitch. This phrase has become a metaphor for inI
and ability to perform in any realm.
Out in left field is the phrase used to describe an oddity or
someone who
can be

IS

It

ordinary or mi
theories

about

"out of it" in basebal1 or outside baseball.

to anyone or any
in al1 walks of

the origin of this

that is cut of

life.
e

the

There arp several
two

of

V7hich

are

worth mentioning. The first one says the
with the "insults heaped on the kids \^ho were stupid enough to
buy left field seats in Yankee Stadi am, which for
years
would have put them far away from a
fielder named Babe
Ruth"
(Dickson
288).
The
second
begins
with
"the
Neuropsychiatric Institute, in back of left field in the old,
19th-century West Side Park in Chicago.
when someJOne said
that one was out in left field, the
ion was that one
was behaving like the occupants of the
ric
Institute, which was Iiterally out n left field' (Dickson
288). This is one of the few phrase s that means ex
in
baseball what it does in other discourse communities

hit is to come to the
c.nd bat in place of the
batter,
; In ; other
comm.unities, it means any
substitution or take over for a regular performer.
For

Pinch

original

instance, "While Joe, the graphic artist, is out on p aternity
100

leave, I'11 pinch

hit

in

the

advertising

department"

is

a

valid use of the

Play ball is the traditional phrase that opens every game; it
is uttered by the umpire.
It also means to cooperate or
participate, a team effort. Dickson cites this ex4tiple, "If
the union will play ball with us on this one, I think we can
make the deadline" (304). ::

Play-by-play is a continuous
tion of the action of the
game, each play is noted and broken down for the listener or
audience.
It has come to mean any detailed reco anting of
anything, like, "I thought I was going to fall de ad asleep
through that play-by-play oi: Cindy's wedding."
R

Rain check dates as far back as 1884 when the first ones were

issued to make up for the rain out during a 'St. Louis
championship game. It ■ has conseque:itly become a descriptor
for any deferred or postponed acc6:ptance, and it ■ is also
commonly used to mean the coupon issued for future rjedemption
of
sale
items
not
in
stock
during
a sale in retail
establishments.

Right in there pitching, is a compliment, which ,c enotes a
who is working very hard. Ac
It ca,n be used
to describe
anyone who is
forth the best effort

Screw ball is a kind of pitch thrown which curves :i n toward
the batter rather than away from him like a
.ar ciarve ball
(this assumes that a right-handed p itcher is throwing to a
right-handed
Because it te nded to be a different,

be associated i|with the

wild, weird
screwiness came to
purveyors of the pitch as
as well
well as
as t
the

itself.

It is

used in baseball still to describe tlie pitch and plsiyers and
is used outside baseball to indicate eccentricity or
Slugger is a term used to describe a home run hitter.

It is

also a term of endearment from, for instance, an adult to a

child as in "Why, yer a right little slugger, ain'tclia." The
phrase may or may not be accompanied t y a healthy pinch of the
child's cheek between the index finger and thumb of he adult
speaker. ■
Swing for the fences means to attempt
with all your strength. It also is a
best to succeed.
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a home

run by

swinging

for

ing your

Switch hitter means a batter who can bat equally well from the
left as the right.
It has also dome to mean so|meone who
radically can or does change their sexual orientation as in
bisexuals, someone who "swings both ways" (Dickson 1386).

Triple play is a situation in baseb all where all tihree outs
occur during one play. This is also a euphemism for a sexual
encounter between three people; for example, "a March 1968 ad
for an X-rated film in the San Frar.Cisco

Chronicl^ features

Bianca, Mona and Sylvia in Triple PIay" (Dickson 4012).
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NOTES

1.

Coffin, Tristram Potter, The 0].d Ball Game: B seball in

Folklore and Fiction (New York: Herder and Herder,

1971)

■T72:-.

2. Ghapter: III is somewhat limited in scopei I've
interviewed primarily professibnal t)all players/ management
and asspciated journalists and w
Occasionally a
cdl1ege piayer or coach, a ^ ^
sqholar was consiilted.
it is at the prbfessionail level
language is developed and used (as is usual

But because

that much of

the

disc ourse
communities) , it is more reasonable to look at this primary
an

core of the community. While other levels of baseball play
an important part in the baseball ccmmunity, garnering their
share of media coverage and contribu
ig to the baseball
lexicon, they could not be a principal focus for th|LSv
portion of the thesis because of their unwie1dy numbers.
Accordingly, when refering to the American baseball
discourse community, it is the major
;ague basebal
community that is meant in this cont ext, but this shouldn
negate the cultural importance of ot aer members of the
larger baseball community.
3.

Northrup Frye,
1990)

of

and Metaphor

rie: UP

76

4.
Like banging a bat three times to ward off bad luck,
some players never put away any equipment before the last
out,

and some teams even have a charm od some kind

must be

an

insure

the right place before, during or after

hich

game to

luck or prevent bad.

5.
While it could be argued that this is stretching
comparisons to the limit approaching
because
baseballs haven't always been what ti ey are now, I s rgue
that they are what they are now.
Jus t as the game has .
changed somewhat, so have the balls.

108 stitches c r no.

this connection exists.

6.
Ross, Murray,
"Football Red and Baseball Greeni
Fields of Writing; Readings Across the Disciplines. 9d. ,

Nancy R. Comley, et al. , 3rd ed.
1990)

(New York: St. Mart in's.

332 .

7.
The
outfield
describe

as

_ located near or alongside the

ses the term toji L

While baseball u
where the relievers stay until called into the
game, it is also the term for where r al bulls wait

they are called into action, or rather, are
out to stud
in the pasture (outfield) . When thei r job is finished, the

bulls all end up back, from whence tliey came, just I,ike the

rellevers.

The relievers in the bullpen are also iypically

the players who have the most time available ^

Converse

during a game,; hence propottiohall.y higher levei|of "bull"
may be heard from;a relief pitcher. For more on baseball
"bull," see Dennis; Eckersley's "bastibullspeak" in IIAESLE I in
Chapter III.
8

This line

is originally from Pope's Essay on Man,

III:

Hope springs eternal in the
Man never is, but always to
Boswe11, Thomas,

human breast:
be blest.

How Life Imitates the World ISeries

(New York: Penguin, 1986) 3.
10. In the Major Leagues, signs or signals are almost 
always assigned on an individual basis. As players are
traded or transferred between teams, they are, then, only
able to take their particular signs 'with them. On the
amateur level, teams have group sign since little 'trading"
is ever done. ■

11. Major league umpires usually leave their thumbs tucked
into the clenched fist to indicate an out, but the sSignal
when transferred to silent language outside the
baseballspeak elite core is still widely used with t: humb
outstretched. Also, the umpire may point with his i ndex
finger toward the dugout to indicate when a player i s thrown
out of a game or must "hit the showeirs" (Page, July 1993).
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